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 “You can never cross the ocean until you have the courage to lose 
sight of the shore.” Christopher Columbus 
PREFACE 
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I would also like to thank my colleagues who took their time to supply information and feedback 
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Last but not least I would like to thank my wife and two daughters for supporting me during this 
journey and always giving me a safe harbor to rest and reload. 
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ABSTRACT 
Improving product quality, decreasing time to market, expanding globalization by increasing 
market shares, are all ingredients for a global strategy of many automotive enterprises. The 
truck industry as part of the automotive industry is facing these challenges also. Therefore, 
implementing and managing these strategy ingredients across a truck manufacturer enterprise, 
is needed to stay in business. A company with this ambition needs sophisticated capabilities of 
the divisions within that enterprise. Not only mature multi-divisional processes are required but 
also, multi-discipline teams working together towards the shared goals of the strategy. 
In the global truck industry is the focus on competitive advantages. Another primary 
requirement is to comply with environmental and safety regulations and standards. Also 
demanding customers who need to have a cost efficient transport solution have a significant 
impact on the requested quality. The modern truck functionality of safety critical systems 
depends on embedded software installed on electronic control units in that truck. The quality of 
this software must, therefore, be on a high and controlled level to guarantee the safety of the 
vehicle and its environment. Because of this quality demand, the management of the processes 
for developing vehicle software is regulated by the safety standards ISO 26262 and domain 
specific process quality standards like Automotive SPICE.  
Therefore, to comply with those standards, the organization needs to have managed processes at 
the desired maturity level. With managed processes is meant the management of business 
processes aligned with the information that supports these business processes. The desired 
maturity depends on the ambition of the organization. With a high ambition, the level of control 
should be increased by process improvement projects. Information Technology (IT) is a well-
accepted facilitator in delivering the support and capabilities for these improvement projects. 
Although IT is well accepted, the alignment of business and IT strategy is a reoccurring issue in 
the improvement projects. 
Enterprise Architecture is a management tool to align IT and business strategy. When Enterprise 
Architecture is implemented and supported organization-wide, it can develop aligned business 
and IT roadmaps. These roadmaps will guide the organization in taking joint steps towards the 
needed goals of the improvement projects and business strategy. 
The research question to be answered: 
To what extent does Enterprise Architecture support the strategy implementation of a 
multidivisional global enterprise in improving the maturity level of engineering processes 
within vehicle software management? 
The research question is answered by delivering a capability maturity management tool. The 
tool makes it possible to measure the business and IT process maturity in a domain specific 
maturity model. The business and IT alignment has a significant influence on the process 
maturity. Facilitating the alignment between business and IT is one of the main capabilities that 
Enterprise Architecture can add to the organization.  
This research delivers a functional-domain-specific tool for measuring process maturity 
improvements. During a single-case study, a domain specific maturity model is developed. The 
name of this model is SpicEA and is a contraction of SPICE and Enterprise Architecture. With this 
tool, the maturity of vehicle software management processes in combination with Enterprise 
Architecture processes can be measured. For example, it can be used during the improvement 
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strategy implementation period of global vehicle software. The used method can be projected on 
other domains and focus areas; therefore, it makes this tool a generally usable tool. Instead of 
vehicle software management, for instance, the product configuration management can be 
chosen. 
The SpicEA model is a set of related artifacts. The relations of the artifacts are as shown in a 
conceptual representation on the next page. The model contains the SpicEAssessment, the 
SpicEA reference model, and the SpicEA maturity matrix. The matrix is based on the proven DYA 
maturity matrix for Enterprise Architecture (van Steenbergen, Schipper, Bos, & Brinkkemper, 
2010) and is the visual overview of the assessment result. The visual representation of the 











FIGURE 1 CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION OF SPICEA MATURITY MODEL 
The shown example could be the assessment result of Company X. The assessment is not 
performed during this research within Company X, so the visualization is made up for 
demonstration only. 
The developed artifact is the outcome of the case study as performed by this study within the 
context of the global truck manufacturing enterprise of Company X. The organizational 
documents have delivered the basic information of how the engineering processes are 
performed at Company X. From the organizational documents the knowledge is gathered that 
the engineering processes use the V-model methodology, in combination with Automotive 
SPICE. The collected information during scoping interviews with subject matter experts within 
the company has confirmed the conclusions from the documentation research and delivered the 
general information for the development of the reference model, assessment, and maturity 
matrix. The reference model has the function to relate the investigated processes to the general 
information, which is gathered, from academic papers and articles. 
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FIGURE 2 VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF SPICEASSESSMENT RESULT  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the context of the research subject of this thesis. The reader gets insight 
and background information on the various topics studied in this research. Also, the research 
context is explained to give some insight into the Global Truck business. 
1.1 Background and inspiration sources for the research subject 
Globalization and acquisitions force vehicle manufacturers to lower costs and standardize the 
way of working. On the other hand, the different regions around the globe have different product 
demands and regulatory requirements, such as the difference in emission regulation between 
Europe and United States. The contradiction between global and regional requirements is an 
issue to be faced by many global automotive and truck manufacturing enterprises. As the result 
of the globalization of the truck market and the expansion of companies, truck manufacturers 
have to develop or adopt global strategies to be cost-efficient while speeding up the time to 
market for new localized products. 
The global strategies could vary from marketing & sales to product engineering to 
manufacturing. Selling localized but globally developed products and manufacture the products 
in facilities around the world is the hybrid situation for many truck manufacturers in today’s 
market impacting global strategies. When an enterprise with multiple divisions adopts this 
strategy, this must fit to make it cost saving and efficient for all divisions. So, for this reasons, 
this strategy should be implemented at the enterprise level. 
Improving strategy on enterprise level needs the support of Enterprise Architecture (Labusch, 
Aier, Rothenberger, & Winter, 2014 & Winter, 2014) (Simon, Fischbach, & Schoder, 2014). 
Therefore, Enterprise Architecture (EA) should align the IT systems roadmap with business 
strategy roadmap to support the business in implementing the needed changes for 
improvements. 
1.2 Context 
All divisions in an enterprise should adopt a strategy as defined at the enterprise level. This 
adoption of strategy is also the case with the Company X, which is the context of this research. 
Three, globally operating, truck manufacturers are part of the enterprise of Company X. Each 
truck manufacturer is a division and has their nameplates and own style of products. (More 
details of Company X are in appendix 8)  
Therefore, each truck division has had their main product life cycle processes in place, and these 
exist already many years. Each truck division of Company X has their own different Research 
and Development (R&D) processes. These processes differ because of the division specific 
products and the variation in the division's business model. Where one division develops and 
builds truck variants to limit product variation, the other is building variable trucks to serve 
their particular market with whatever the customer requires.  
Within Company X, the term R&D means that scientists are working on not yet existing products 
and services. Product development (PD) or engineering within Company X is the development of 
new products or changes on existing products.  
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In this thesis the following R&D definition of (Khurana, 2006) applies:  
The six types of R&D activities are; basic research, applied research, new product 
development, product adaptation and extension, product support engineering, and process 
engineering. 
This research will focus on the implementation of Global R&D strategy (Khurana, 2006) of 
vehicle systems and more precisely of vehicle software development for these vehicle systems. 
In this thesis, the term R&D is replaced by Product Engineering or in short, engineering. The 
abbreviation is because of the mixed use in the literature and the preferred usage of the 
practitioners of Company X and the author. 
A vehicle system is a collection of hardware and/or software parts, representing a vehicle 
function and could be mechanical and/or mechatronic. The systems of, the hydraulic steering 
and the braking of a truck are examples of a vehicle system containing mechanical and electronic 
parts. The electronic part is an Electronic Control Unit (ECU) with embedded vehicle software to 
control the whole system of sensors, ECU’s, and actuators. 
The global truck manufacturer, where the research takes place, has the intention to adopt a 
Global engineering strategy of vehicle systems software development across the enterprise. This 
global engineering strategy raises the next question: 
What are the consequences for a worldwide operating truck manufacturer when adopting 
the global engineering strategy of vehicle systems software development at the enterprise 
level?  
1.3 Global Engineering of vehicle systems in the Automotive industry 
Adaptation of a Global engineering strategy adds a new complexity layer in automotive product 
engineering operations (Hopp, 2011). This complexity, caused by the differences between the 
globally spread companies within one enterprise is the primary reason. The different markets, 
culture, language, and products are the ingredients of that complexity. 
Within multi-branded automotive enterprises, formed by acquisition, where each division has its 
main product life cycle processes in place, the use of shared components is common practice. 
Shared components are parts of a product that can be exchanged with other comparable 
products. An example of a shared component for the automotive is an engine. European car 
manufacturers like Peugeot and Citroën together develop the engine and use that engine as a 
shared component. Within the enterprise of Company X, the shared component strategy is 
implemented by the shared use and development of cabs, engines, axles and also vehicle 
systems. The shared components utilization and development forces the enterprise to work 
collaboratively across multiple nameplates in a standardized way. 
As told, this study will focus on the engineering of vehicle systems software. This vehicle 
systems software, further written as vehicle software, is embedded software specifically 
designed and developed for an automotive system. Embedded software is a special type of 
software within the Information Technology (IT). Embedded software is like other IT software 
built with software coding and runs in most cases also on a Central Processing Unit (CPU). But 
the software is running in real time and has interaction with sensors and actuators of the 
controlled machine, plane, or vehicle. 
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The engineering departments for vehicle systems have been changed during the last ten years. 
Because of the increased number of mechatronic and electronic systems in the modern cars and 
trucks the engineers are moving from pure hardware to a combination of hardware and 
mechatronic. These mechatronic systems exist out of hardware and software for various vehicle 
functions like the engine fuel systems, but also the entertainment and communication systems 
for the driver. With the implementation of shared components, the mechatronic vehicle systems 
are often used to enable the sharing of functionality and enable the integration of the shared 
component to the rest of the vehicle. Because of the engineering of these systems for a common 
use across other divisions in the company, shared vehicle systems architecture is needed to 
integrate this into the division's products. The development of this shared vehicle systems 
architecture is also part of the global engineering strategy. 
Shared vehicle systems architecture is like architecting a city infrastructure plan. Every city 
needs the general set of capabilities like water, electricity, roads, housing, and waste systems. So, 
a city infrastructure architect can develop a basic city architecture with the general set of 
capabilities in the form of a template. Another architect uses this template and adapts it by 
changing the layout or number of entities, but the basic structure will stay the same. The use of a 
template is also true for the vehicle architecture. A template developed for one division's 
product and reused of the other division within the same company is a commonality. Reuse of 
architecture will save time and money and will increase the exchangeability of other 
components that connect to the base infrastructure of the vehicle. 
Implementing and enabling this shared vehicle systems architecture, needs standardized 
business processes within the divisions that use and develop the shared components. To support 
the company in improving and standardizing the engineering processes of the divisions is a 
common task for Enterprise Architecture (EA) in companies with multiple divisions. EA is the 
operational role of describing the fundamental structure of the company, including standards for 
business processes, information systems and infrastructure of IT systems. 
1.4 Business strategy choice and the consequences 
With the implementation of the Global engineering improvement strategy at Company X, the 
global standardization will have an effect on the engineering processes such as: 
 Project management (PM) 
 Requirements Management (RM) 
 Configurations Management (CM) 
 Quality Management (QM) 
 Systems Architecture (SA).  
These processes are common processes within a company and not only for engineering; IT is 
using the same processes to develop their products. These processes are all well-known and 
published within IT and product engineering research papers. Embedded software management 
is a process in the middle of product engineering and IT. Therefore, the embedded software 
development process of complex products like planes, trucks, buses and high-end machinery use 
the same management processes. The modern cars and trucks are definitely "software 
intensive" systems (Fabbrini, Fusani, & Lami, 2009). There is only one major difference between 
the two variants. The embedded software development directly relates to specific vehicle 
hardware that is developed in parallel. This combination is called a mechatronic system. IT 
systems software development is hardware independent in most cases so that it can follow an 
isolated development process for software only. 
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Within literature is proven that mature software management process must be in place, to 
increase the quality of software products. Standardizing and maturing software management 
processes is well established with the use of capability/maturity models (von Wangenheim, 
Hauck, Salviano, & von Wangenheim, 2010).  
In the European automotive industry, SPICE has become a mandatory standard for embedded 
software management (Bella, Hörmann, & Vanamali, 2008). The domain specific SPICE model for 
this research is Automotive SPICE (Automotive SPICE, 2005), and derived from SPICE 
(ISO/IEC15504(SPICE), 2004) which has been revised by ISO33001 (ISO/IEC33001, 2015). 
Within the automotive industry, more and more Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are 
improving their embedded software management processes by adopting the Automotive SPICE 
standard. Since the majority of the vehicle systems are using ECU's delivered by external 
suppliers, these suppliers are by the OEMs being required to comply with the Automotive SPICE 
standard. 
To become certified for a certain level of Automotive SPICE a guiding assessment model is used 
to find the possible available gaps. Being certified is preferred for suppliers of vehicle software 
systems. The OEM uses this certification level more and more as decision criteria during the 
selection procedure for vendors. For organizations intended to grow to higher maturity levels, 
the involvement of IT support decreases the time to reach the goal. As stated earlier in this 
thesis; EA is the management tool to align business and IT to support the company in improving 
and standardizing the engineering processes of the divisions.  
So the conclusion is: 
EA and Automotive SPICE are the two management tools to support the business in their 
strategy to implement improvements and grow to a higher level of vehicle software 
management maturity. 
1.5 The literature gap 
Business process management maturity (De Bruin & Rosemann, 2005) is a measurement tool to 
manage the improvement of the business processes within an enterprise. The implementation of 
process improvements needs IT support in most cases.  
Automotive SPICE describes what the involved processes should deliver at a certain level of 
maturity. So, within this research, Automotive SPICE is used as the starting point to define what 
processes to use and what they should deliver.  
IT systems are supporting business processes with the delivery and processing of data and 
information on the needed places within the enterprise. IT roadmaps describe the steps to take 
for IT systems improvement towards a target state. This target state represents a point in time 
where a defined level of IT system maturity is needed to support the business in implementing 
strategy steps. The definition and management of IT roadmaps are part of the EA role within an 
organization. 
Out of the above it can be stated that: 
The alignment of business maturity level strategy and the EA roadmap for system support is 
the key to success to evolve to a higher maturity level. 
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The question that comes up with this statements is: 
How could EA support the Automotive SPICE maturity level increase within an enterprise? 
With aligned processes and roadmaps, the organization should act aligned and act at the same 
level of maturity. Therefore, the business processes, EA and the governance of the company 
should be at the same level of maturity. To be able to compare and increase the maturity equally 
over the mentioned business areas, it is advised to measure and manage maturity in a single 
method and model. A single maturity model, combining these areas in one model and 
assessment method, is not available. Therefore, a new model and assessment process must be 
developed to measure and evolve the areas together. 
This thesis will start exploring that field in the context of a global truck manufacturer company. 
Exploration focused on what capabilities should EA add to the organization to support vehicle 
software engineering processes and bring them to a higher maturity level. Also, what are the 
needed capabilities in the business processes and the company’s governance to be able to 
improve the Global vehicle software management maturity? 
1.6 Report outline 
The rest of this thesis is structured as followed: 
In chapter 2 the research approach is described, including the problem description, research 
method, questions, objectives and design. 
In chapter 3 the results of the literature study are reported with sources and result overviews. 
In chapter 4 the concepts behind the research are explained based on the discovered literature 
that supplies the theoretical reference of this thesis. 
In chapter 5 the development of the SpicEA maturity model and matrix is explained. 
In chapter 6 the concept of the reference model and assessment is explained. 
In chapter 7 the research results are reported, the research questions will be answered based on 
the results 
In chapter 8 the conclusions and recommendations are written. 
In chapter 9 the research process is reflected. 
The appendices contain all artifacts developed during the research or used during development 
of the reference model. It also includes the interview reports. The hidden appendix, describing 
the context of the Company X will not be shown in the public version of this thesis because of the 
company policy.  
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2 RESEARCH DESIGN, APPROACH, AND STRATEGY 
2.1 Research problem definition and objectives 
As stated in chapter 1 this research will focus on the global engineering strategy of vehicle 
systems software development of Company X. More precise, the focus is the improvement of 
embedded vehicle software management in the context of Company X. 
Improving strategy on enterprise level needs the support of EA. EA needs to align the IT system 
roadmaps to enable the business in performing assessments and implementing the company 
improvements to reach the goals of the global strategy. 
The development of automotive systems follows the V-model shaped design, built and test 
processes for combined hardware and software systems. The development of automotive 
software needs a different approach compared to a pure software development process. See 
appendix 7 for more details. 
This research will explore the use and organizational support for Software Process 
Improvement (SPI) for vehicle software in the automotive industry like ISO/IEC 15504 
(ISO/IEC15504(SPICE), 2004) and Automotive SPICE (Automotive SPICE, 2010). 
The assumption behind SPI and the many SPI frameworks is that product quality has been 
influenced by the quality of the process used to develop it (Halvorsen & Conradi, 2001). An 
enterprise-wide managed and supported vehicle software management process will, therefore, 
increase the product quality of that enterprise. 
Because both the ISO/IEC 15504 nor Automotive SPICE has detailed processes available to 
prepare and execute the assessment with IT and business processes in a combined way, a 
domain-specific method needs to be developed to perform the needed assessment.  
The main objective of this research is to explore the relationship between EA, company 
governance, and the vehicle software development processes and how maturity can be 
measured and improved by the use of a maturity matrix. 
To deliver the main objective it was needed to develop related deliverables such as reference 
and assessment models, these are related objectives for this research. The other related 
objectives and deliverables are: 
1. A method for developing a process reference model and process assessment model. 
With the use of the method of objective 1, objective 2 is achieved.  
2. A domain specific process reference model and process assessment model to conduct an 
evaluation of vehicle software management support. 
3. Summary of organizational challenges to be overcome when implementing the global 
vehicle systems software engineering strategy. 
4. Summary of the recommendations for automotive enterprises within the scope of EA 
related to the global vehicle systems software engineering strategy. 
The main objective has been achieved by performing a literature study and the delivery of the 
SpicEA artifact. This artifact is an automotive domain-specific method that contains a maturity 
model, a reference model, and related assessment. This domain-specific method has been based 
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on literature and best practices covering both business and IT. The Automotive specific method 
is needed because of the terminology and relation of development processes with Automotive 
SPICE.  
2.2 Research method 
The empirical research model used for this thesis is in concept a case study. The case study, 
based on the protocol as explained in appendix 1, is performed to develop the SpicEA artifact. 
The artifact is a maturity matrix and can be used to identify the potential areas for the process, 
or system improvement, in gaining the next maturity level of Automotive SPICE. Out of the five 
most important research strategies (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007) like survey, experiment, 
case study, grounded theory and desk research the case study strategy is chosen (Saunders, 
Lewis, Thornhill, Booij, & Verckens, 2011), (Dul & Hak, 2007). The case study strategy is chosen 
because it provides the best opportunity to describe a particular view of the organization and 
find problem areas in the scope of this research. The grounded theory and desk research 
strategy do not fit with practical empirical research but more for describing the theoretical 
situation. This research is not experimenting with multiple improvement strategies for SPI, so 
for that reason, the experiment strategy method is not chosen. The survey strategy fits best with 
a broad empirical research over many geological or organizational subjects or items. This 
research is meant to be an in-depth research of one enterprise and artifact, so a survey is not the 
right strategy. 
The problem subject for this research is the improvement of maturity in the problem area. The 
problem area is the vehicle software engineering process at a global enterprise. The maturity 
improvement of development processes on a company level is part of strategic management. 
The investigation and exploration of strategic management can be performed within a case-
study research. Case-study research has been advocated many times as a valid research strategy 
for strategic management by (Mintzberg, 1979), and (Larsson, 1993). 
This research will study product engineering processes in a single case all within one real life 
context of the global enterprise of Company X. The case study format chosen is a practice-
oriented case study research (Dul & Hak, 2007) so it will describe the problem area and the 
problem as precise as possible in a practical way. Existing forms of a case-study are the single 
case or multiple case studies. A single-case study is used to explain or describe a single case in 
real-life context, and a multiple-case study is used to compare two or more cases. 
The validity and reliability of a case study method depend on a few design decisions and 
operational techniques used. The aspect of validity can be split up into three pieces by construct 
validity, internal validity, and external validity. Using multiple sources of evidence and chaining 
the evidence will secure construct validity during data collection. The use of the same 
terminology during the scoping interviews and assessment will increase the internal validity of 
the case study. The use of scientific theory from the literature study will increase the external 
validity during the design of the research. The use of a case study protocol will secure the 
reliability of the case study. The used case study protocol is shown in appendix 1. 
Triangulation of the data sources, data perspective and methods have improved the reliability 
and validity. Because there is only one investigator on this research, the view, and knowledge of 
that investigator may cause some limitation.  
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The use of scoping interviews has increased the focus of the study. The scoping interviews 
delivered the terminology as used in the organization. This terminology is used for developing 
the questionnaire for the maturity assessment to improve the response by speaking the 
language of the experts. This approach will increase the reliability of the assessment. 
The generalizability of the practical information in this research as a whole is limited because of 
the particular context of this study. It is directly related to automotive engineering process 
maturity because it includes automotive specific terminology. The terminology used within the 
Company X organization is close to the commonly used terms within the automotive market. The 
process names in the organizational documents differ slightly.  
The generalizability of the general information like the maturity matrix and the reference model 
for the assessment is currently also limited because the usage is not proven yet in practice or 
other case studies. Future research can improve this by replication at other automotive 
organizations, or expanding this research by adding other engineering processes. 
The empirical part of the research is started with scoping interviews with stakeholders and 
subject matter experts (SME) in the enterprise of Company X. The selection of people is spread 
equally over all involved business and IT divisions in Europe and North America. The choice of 
the correct stakeholders is based on ten years of Company X organization knowledge by the 
author. The people interviewed were selected because of their roles, not on personal 
qualifications or relations to the author. The full reports and conclusions are available in 
appendix 5. 
The limited response from the European part of the organization of Company X, caused by 
resource availability reasons, has resulted in a limited set of information about the problem area 
and the usage of the processes. Because of this, the conclusions of this research cannot be drawn 
in a context of Global Engineering. Future research might expand the research data to include 
Europe more fully to draw the global conclusions. The investigated processes are globally used, 
so the design of the reference model, the assessment model, and the matrix can be reused for 
future research. 
Based on an inductive literature study, a documentation research at Company X and scoping 
interviews in the Company X organization, a reference model is developed. The reference model 
contains the theoretical and practical reference information related to the engineering processes 
for vehicle software development. More detailed information on this reference model can be 
found in appendix 3. Out of the reference model the assessment is generated. The assessment 
can be used to measure the maturity and fill the maturity matrix with the results. The maturity 
matrix is designed by using the developed reference model and the focus area maturity model 
design method (van Steenbergen, Bos, Brinkkemper, van de Weerd, & Bekkers, 2010). 
By designing the SpicEA maturity model for the problem area during this research, the main 
objective as mentioned on page 16 is delivered.  
The academic world is provided with a cross-domain maturity model and with a reproducible 
assessment method. Cross-domain is, in this case, automotive software business process 
improvement, company governance, and EA. The combination of two or more domains is an 
addition to the theory of maturity model research. The study of (Maier, Moultrie, & Clarkson, 
2012) states there is a lack of concerted cross-domain academic effort in understanding the 
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limitations and benefits of maturity grids. This study contributes some knowledge to that 
subject.  
The reference model is based on the literature, and best practices found during the literature 
study. The scope of processes that have been investigated is reduced to the engineering 
processes of Requirement Management (RM) and Configuration Management (CM) with 
management, business, and IT viewpoints. This scope is chosen because of the importance of 
these two processes and the limited time available for this research. From the scoping 
interviews is concluded that RM and CM are the processes where improvements will have the 
most effect on the product quality. The study of (Ali & Kidd, 2013b) came to the same 
conclusion. More information on the processes of RM and CM maturity and the relation to EA 
can be found in chapter 4. 
2.3 Research questions and expected results 
The answers to the research questions are delivered during all stages of the research. Below is 
the summary of the research questions and their expected outcomes.  
SQ1: To what extent are strategy and vision aligned across multi divisions within an 
enterprise? 
SQ1 is answered by the literature study, organizational documentation and the results of the 
case study. The expected outcome is that the alignment of a global enterprise strategy is 
relatively low implemented. The strategy implementation is depending on the local 
implementation, culture and politics of a division. When the divisions differ on these elements, it 
will negatively impact the alignment.  
SQ2: To what extent are engineering department processes aligned across multi divisions 
within an enterprise? 
SQ2 is answered by the literature study, organizational documentation, and the case study. The 
expected result is that alignments of these processes depend on the “to be” engineered product 
complexity, standardization of processes and tools. When corporate management is not involved 
in governing the global management of processes and teams, this will have a negative impact on 
the alignment of the global operations. 
SQ3: What are the needed division business capabilities regarding vehicle software 
management? 
SQ3 is answered by the literature study. It is expected there is enough literature available that 
describes the needed capabilities in an ideal situation. The information from the practical 
situation and standards for the domain specific implementation will deliver the pragmatic 
viewpoint. Expected result will be a set of capabilities that can be found and measured by any 
automotive manufacturer. 
SQ4: What are the available division business capabilities regarding vehicle software 
management? 
SQ4 is answered by the results of the scoping interviews, the organizational documentation, and 
the case study. Expected is that there will be a gap between the needed and the available 
capabilities. The organizational influence on the implementation of management processes may 
have resulted in partly implementation or not yet implemented capabilities. The incomplete 
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implementation can be caused by financial decisions and a scope decrease in an implementation 
project. A roadmap or management plan might give some clearance on this. 
SQ5: What are the enterprise capabilities of vehicle software management supported by 
enterprise architecture? 
SQ5 is answered by the results of the scoping interviews, the organizational documentation and 
of the literature study. Like with SQ4, it is expected that organizational choices and plans will 
have a high influence on the level of support. 
SQ6: To what extent is Enterprise Architecture known and understood at division business 
management level? 
SQ6 is answered by the results of the scoping interviews and the organizational documentation. 
Expected outcome will be that division business management awareness is low because of the 
relatively unclear definition and implementation of EA in global enterprises. 
After answering all of the above, the main research question will be answered. 
MQ1: To what extent does Enterprise Architecture support the strategy implementation of a 
multidivisional global enterprise in improving the maturity level of engineering processes 
within vehicle software management? 
MQ1 is answered by the results of the case study. With the use of the developed artifacts, the 
answer can be delivered to what extent EA is able to support the implementation of the strategy 
to a defined level of maturity. In the case of this research scope, a conclusion can be drawn to 
what extent the capabilities of EA will support the improvement of maturity strategy. 
2.4 Research operation 
This section of the report describes the operational phase of the research. How are the research 
questions answered?  What data was needed for those responses? 
The main question “To what extent does Enterprise Architecture support the strategy 
implementation of a multidivisional global enterprise in improving the maturity level of 
engineering processes within vehicle software management” can be simplified as: 
“How could EA support the Automotive SPICE maturity level improvement of an enterprise?”  
The simplification is done by assuming that a multidivisional global enterprise is acting the same 
as a global enterprise. By stating that Automotive SPICE is the standard for measuring and 
assessing maturity of automotive embedded software management processes, the second part of 
the question is shortened. In chapter 4 this automotive standard will be explained. 
This research question can only be answered when it is known what the relations between EA 
and Automotive SPICE are and what maturity does for business processes and IT systems. 
Improving the maturity of an organization is part of strategic management and will cause a 
transformation or a change in the organization. The change of the organization needs the 
support of corporate management as the governance on an enterprise level. 
Collecting the data and developing a domain specific maturity model is the operational phase of 
the design of the maturity model and the assessment method. The literature used to describe 
and define the focus areas of the matrix, is discovered during the literature study and out of 
documentation from Company X. This information is collected in the developed reference model. 
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See appendix 3 for the reference model and chapter 5 for the maturity matrix development steps 
and description.  
The assessment is designed directly from the reference model design. The complete set of 
questions and statements is part of the reference model in appendix 3 and appendix 6 of the 
assessment.  
2.5 Conceptual design 
The conceptual model of this research design (Verschuren & Doorewaard, 2007) is shown in 
figure 1. The research starts with the formulation of the assignment followed by the literature 
study of the four main subjects EA, maturity models, Automotive engineering, embedded 
software management and is completed with the practical situation information from the 
Company X documentation. The results of the literature study are the input for the refining of 
the assignment. With the refined assignment as input, the next part of the research starts with 
the development of the theoretical reference model. The practical situation information from the 
Company X organization is completed with the results from the scoping interviews.  
The scoping interviews are completed in parallel with the development of the reference model. 
The scoping interviews are the source for validating the discovered documentation of the 
organization and to collect company specific information on the engineering and IT processes. 
The company specific information is used to increase the quality of the survey and to narrow the 
scope of the problem area. The interviews are not performed to collect input for assessing the 
maturity model or to collect answers to the developed survey and measure the maturity of 
Company X. The interviews are completed before the survey is designed. 
From the reference model the maturity model is developed. The maturity model exists out of an 
assessment and a matrix to show the results of the assessment. The assessment is a combination 
of general questions completed with statements derived from the literature. The assessment is a 
survey and is described in more detail in appendix 6. Completing the developed questionnaire as 
an assessment should perform the validation of the maturity model. With the results of the 
questionnaire the current maturity of the organization can be determined and completes the 
case study. The results of the case study are used to improve the maturity model and to advise 
practitioners in the Company X organization. 
The validation of the maturity model and the questionnaire is because of restricted time and 
resources not completed during this research and has limited the validity of the results. The 
theoretical proof of the model is based on literature, but the practical usage is not proven 
because of the missing validation. 
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FIGURE 3 CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH MODEL 
2.6 Research scope 
The extent of this research is limited to the EA support of engineering vehicle software and 
involves the following engineering subprocesses of vehicle software management: 
 Configurations Management (CM) 
 Requirements Management (RM) 
The geographical scope is Europe and North America. 
The other mentioned engineering processes in the introduction will be out of scope because of 
time constraints and complexity reasons. The research of above processes will prove the validity 
of the methods and artifact so that it could be repeated for the processes below as future work. 
Out of scope processes are: 
 Project Management (PM) 
 System Architecture (SA) 
 Quality Management (QM) 
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3 LITERATURE STUDY RESULTS 
The literature research is performed by following the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 
method as described in (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007).  
How the literature study is performed is in detail explained in appendix 2. 
The results of the literature study are used for developing the SpicEA reference model. 
3.1 The literature search questions to be answered 
To build the SpicEA reference model, at least, the following literature search questions are 
answered during the SLR: 
TABLE 1 THE LITERATURE SEARCH QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
Literature search question: Answers to be found at 
1. What is Enterprise Architecture (EA)? Paragraph 4.1 
2. How is EA related to Enterprise Strategy implementation? Paragraph 4.2 
3. How to measure the maturity of EA? Is this joint over the 
different EA methods?  
Paragraph 4.4 
4. What is an EA maturity framework? Paragraph 4.4 
5. Are there best practices for the use of an EA maturity 
framework? 
Paragraph 4.3 
6. What is a capability maturity model? Moreover, how do they 
relate to specific industries? 
Paragraph 4.3 
7. What evidence is there that EA does improve with the use and 
implementation of capability maturity models? 
Paragraph 4.4 
8. What is global engineering? Paragraph 4.5 
9. What evidence is there that global engineering benefits to Global 
Automotive Enterprises? 
Paragraph 4.8 
10. What is vehicle software? Moreover, how is the development 
process managed within automotive engineering? 
Paragraph 4.5 
11. Are there standards for developing vehicle software? Moreover, 
what are the best practices? 
Paragraph 4.5, 4.6, and 
4.7 
12. What are common IT capabilities to support a software 
development process? Do they apply to automotive embedded 
software management too? 
Paragraph 4.5 
13. What evidence is there that using Automotive SPICE does 
improve the quality of embedded vehicle software processes? 
Paragraph 4.3 
14. Is there evidence that assessment models for architecture 
framework can be combined with software evaluation process 
models like CMMI and SPICE? 
Paragraph 4.3, and 4.4 
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3.2 Search result 
In total 84 relevant articles were found for a more in-depth scan of the article. 
By applying the snowball method, 35 additional articles are selected for the in-depth scan. 
With the above, the following number of articles per topic is scanned in depth: 
TABLE 2 ARTICLE TOPICS AND NUMBERS BEFORE IN-DEPTH LITERATURE SCAN 
Topic Number of articles 
Automotive SPICE specific 10 
Capability Maturity Models 17 
Enterprise Architecture 22 
Automotive Enterprises 8 
Global R&D (engineering) 15 
Embedded software (Automotive) 21 
Software management 18 













Distribution of literature search; articles 
per topic
Automotive SPICE specific Capability Maturity models
Enterprise Architecture Automotive Enterprises
Global R&D Embedded software (Automotive)
Software management Product/systems engineering
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After the in-depth scan, 59 articles are selected and fully read for building the theoretical 
framework. The distribution of these articles across the various topics is shown in the next table. 
TABLE 3 ARTICLE TOPICS AND NUMBERS AFTER IN-DEPTH LITERATURE SCAN 
Topic Number of articles 
Automotive SPICE specific 3 
Capability Maturity Models 8 
Enterprise Architecture 9 
Automotive Enterprises 2 
Global engineering 4 
Embedded software (Automotive) 13 
Software management 14 




FIGURE 5 DISTRIBUTION GRAPH OF LITERATURE ARTICLES PER TOPIC AFTER IN-DEPTH SCAN 
In the next chapter, all relevant literature is collected and used as related work to build the 
reference model. During the built of the reference model, some extra articles or books are used 
to explain the context in more detail. These references are added to the reference database and 








Distribution of articles per topic after in 
depth scan
Automotive SPICE specific Capability Maturity models
Enterprise Architecture Automotive Enterprises
Global R&D Embedded software (Automotive)
Software management Product/systems engineering
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3.3 Conclusion literature study 
Based on the results of the literature study, it can be concluded that much is written about the 
various implementations of software engineering. The variations are within IT systems and 
embedded systems. It is also concluded that parallels can be drawn between IT software 
engineering and vehicle software engineering. Both domains use the same V-model shaped 
processes for design build and test. Because of this common use of the V-model, a major part of 
the capabilities in the two worlds are the same. The main difference between the two worlds is 
the strong relation between hard- and software in the vehicle software world where in the IT 
world the software is hardware independent.  
Based on the results of the literature study, it can be concluded that EA can deliver and support 
the needed capabilities of the software engineering process. It is also concluded that EA as 
management tools can support a corporate strategy implementation. 
Based on the above is concluded that it is possible to use the same maturity measuring method 
for the combination of EA and vehicle software management. 
The use of an independent maturity model and assessment method can combine the two 
domains of software in combination with corporate governance into one model. Because the 
model is based on capabilities derived from best practices and literature, and the design of the 
model is based on proven design process, this approach will deliver a solid model and 
assessment. 
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4 COLLECTING CONTENT FOR THE SPICEA REFERENCE MODEL 
In this chapter, a more detailed explanation is given on the found literature. The considered 
literature is in this chapter related to the research subjects and is, therefore, the basis for the 
SpicEA reference model. 
4.1 The concept of Enterprise Architecture 
Enterprise Architecture (EA) can be defined as the fundamental organization of a system 
embodied in its components, their relationships to each other, and to the environment, and 
the principles guiding its design and evolution (Hilliard, 2000). 
This definition is the IEEE standard 1471-2000 and is by many papers referred as the source 
definition.  
A more practical, readable and understandable definition of EA, as used in this thesis, is: 
“Enterprise architecture (EA) is the process of translating business vision and strategy into 
effective enterprise change by creating, communicating, and improving the key principles 
and models that describe the enterprise’s future state and enable its evolution.” (Gartner, 
2008) 
In the context of this thesis EA and EA management (EAM) are seen as one role in the 
organization. Although the two terms EA and EAM, are not used in that way in all discovered 
papers used for this research. 
According to (Labusch et al., 2014) EAM is more the governance of EA while EA itself is the 
operational role of describing the fundamental structure of the enterprise. 
In the context of this research, strategy management needs EA to facilitate the business 
transformation readiness assessment, by providing transparency regarding the current business 
and IT landscape (Labusch et al., 2014). 
EA is, in providing this transparency of the current business and IT landscape as a facilitator, a 
well-accepted and appreciated party. The transformation of an enterprise because of a strategy 
is usually a process of Enterprise Transformation Management (ETM). In the research of 
(Labusch et al., 2014) a direct relation between ETM and EA is drawn, and mappings are made 
between ETM and EA capabilities. By (Labusch et al., 2014) is proven that EA is well capable in 
providing the needed transparency of the IT topics and new necessary IT components to support 
the transformation. Also, the design of business process components is partly supported by EA 
by creating a transparent view of the company operations, capabilities, and strategy information. 
In the context of this research, EA should deliver the vehicle software management information 
about data, applications infrastructure, security, the design of organizational structure, business 
processes and products needed to supply the IT and business transparency (Labusch et al., 
2014). 
How the IT and business transparency is provided and to what extent this information is 
complete, depends on the maturity of the EA in the enterprise. To measure this maturity level 
and to manage improvements, the use of Capability Maturity Models and corresponding 
assessments are a proven method (Pöppelbuß & Röglinger, 2011). 
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The best fit of a maturity model and evaluation method depends on what goal needs to be 
reached by the measurements. In section 4.3 the concepts and research specific choices of the 
model and method will be explained. 
More detailed information about EA maturity can be found in section 4.4. 
EA is, as already written previously, within the context of this research the discipline that 
supports and improve the strategy of global vehicle software engineering management. EA is, 
therefore, one of the enterprise management tools to govern IT within the company. IT is a 
critical enabler for developing the best-in-class capabilities required for success (Applegate, 
Austin, & McFarlan, 2003).  
4.2 Enterprise Architecture, IT Governance and global strategy 
Operating in a global industry, implement new strategies and react to changes in local markets 
are often conflicting management decisions to be made within one enterprise. A global operating 
enterprise must be able to localize a global strategy and adapt their business model to it when 
the implementation of the strategy demands it. The challenges of preserving the advantages of a 
big company while responding as quickly and innovative as a small business are not new 
(Applegate et al., 2003). During the early 1990’s big companies like General Electric and IBM 
were struggling with these challenges. The combination of EA and IT Governance can increase 
the effectiveness of a global strategy. IT Governance is the process of structuring, operating, and 
controlling the organization with an IT view to achieving the organization’s long-term strategic 
goals, serving the interest of its various stakeholders, and complying with legal and regulatory 
requirements (Applegate et al., 2003). IT Governance addresses the issues more focused on the 
IT assets including systems and networks, assuring security and reliability of strategic 
information. EA aim to define a suitable operating platform to support an organization’s future 
goals and the roadmap for moving towards this vision. (Tamm, Seddon, Shanks, & Reynolds, 
2011). So the combination of a common implementation will deliver the organization a solid 
basis for global strategy. 
IT is one of the most critical enablers when evolving business models to enable the 
organizational changes needed to execute the defined strategy. In the context of business 
models, strategy and IT, the IT impact on strategy and the IT impact on capabilities are the two 
most important roles in IT (Applegate et al., 2003). 
The two roles are: 
The IT impact on strategy is the role that IT plays in determining product, market, business 
network, and boundary positioning.  
The IT impact on capabilities is the role that IT plays in building the capabilities needed to 
execute strategy. Capabilities like processes, infrastructure, people, and facilities. 
Managing EA and IT Governance processes and teams in a global enterprise at a corporate level, 
as intensive technology teams, will improve the performance of these processes and teams and 
because of that also the strategy implementation (Thamhain, 2011). Team leaders must 
effectively manage relations across the entire work process, including support functions, 
suppliers, sponsors, and partners. Emphasis on shared values and goals helps in bridging 
cultural and organizational differences, and in unifying the multinational team.  
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To reach this level of management, a mature organization with all needed capabilities 
performing on a mature and controlled level is required. Measuring and controlling this maturity 
requires a capability maturity model and measuring process. In the next section, the use of 
maturity models will be explained. 
4.3 Capability maturity models 
A capability maturity model is one of the many variants of maturity models.  
Maturity models are popular instruments used, e.g., to rate capabilities of maturing elements 
and select appropriate actions to take the items to a higher level of maturity (Kohlegger, Maier, 
& Thalmann, 2009). The maturing elements can be persons, objects or a social system. Examples 
of capabilities of those three categories are: 
 Competence for persons 
 Products, service and document for objects 
 Community, routine or group for social system 
A maturity model conceptually represents phases of increasing quantitative or qualitative 
capability changes of a maturing element to assess its advances on defined focus areas. 
(Kohlegger et al., 2009) Maturity can be considered as a measure that allows organizations to 
evaluate their capabilities concerning a certain problem area (De Bruin & Rosemann, 2005). 
Depending on the problem area, a type of maturity model or assessment method must be 
selected.  
In the literature are many studies on maturity models available in the three perspectives of 
research, publication and practitioners as researched by (Poeppelbuss, Niehaves, Simons, & 
Becker, 2011). The study of (Poeppelbuss et al., 2011) makes clear that the usage and 
developing of the Capability Maturity Models has increased over time from the first introduction 
in the early 1970s to the end of 2010. With the development of a new maturity model, it is 
advised to base it on existing models guided and proven by a literature study. In the research 
area of this thesis, there are already proven maturity models for the domain EA like DyAMM and 
the domain vehicle software development like Automotive SPICE. To be able to compare and 
increase the maturity equally it is advised to measure and manage maturity in a single method 
and model. A single maturity model, combining the two domains in one model and assessment 
method, is not yet available. Therefore, a new model and evaluation process is developed to 
measure and evolve the two domains together. The new maturity model is named SpicEA 
because of the combination of SPICE and EA maturity. The name SpicEA will be used in the rest 
of the report to refer to the new model. 
Combining the domains of corporate governance, EA, and vehicle software development in one 
maturity model with more leveled focus areas can be seen as a focus area maturity model (van 
Steenbergen, van den Berg, & Brinkkemper, 2008). A focus area maturity model has more than 
the generic five maturity levels. The higher number of levels gives a finer grained measuring of 
the different focus areas and more definite improvement possibilities. 
As mentioned, the SpicEA model is inspired by and based on Automotive SPICE (Automotive 
SPICE, 2005) and the EA maturity matrix DyAMM (van Steenbergen, Schipper, et al., 2010). The 
choice for Automotive SPICE is because it is the standard assessment method in embedded 
automotive software. The choice for DyAMM is made because of the granularity of the model.  
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What capabilities are chosen is defined during the design and development of the maturity 
model. The development steps of the SpicEA model are explained in detail in appendix 4 of this 
thesis. 
The capabilities of EA in this research depend on the needed capabilities of the to be improved 
vehicle software engineering processes within the scope of this study. What these processes are 
and how they are used in the context of this research is explained in the next section. 
4.4 Enterprise architecture maturity 
The maturity of architecture in an enterprise is measured by evaluating capabilities or 
objectives that should exist to make EA successful. 
Within the domain of EA, the maturity objectives are as followed according to (Meyer, Helfert, & 
O’Brien, 2011): 
 Increase of performance, effectiveness, efficiency and value generation regarding 
planning, development and operation according to the strategy 
 Decrease and expenditure of cost and time regarding development and operation 
 Obtain better understanding and knowledge of the enterprise and its structure 
(Meyer et al., 2011) derived from that the three perspectives for EA maturity as: 
 Strategy: being the direction of the business and IT in a top-down approach 
 Architecture: being the business-, application- and technology architecture 
 Operations: being the daily work with IT systems 
Because of the limited research scope on EA and the specific relation with the engineering 
processes only a subset of the above capabilities are added to the developed maturity model.  
When the EA capabilities of an organization, are at a mature level, the IT organization can 
support the organization on a mature level, which results in mature performing business 
processes. A mature EA organization will have standards of business processes and technology 
to be used by the entire organization. The development, adaptation, and maintenance of these 
standards within the three perspectives of strategy, architecture, and operations completes the 
main processes of EA. Measuring the maturity of the EA processes is a good assessment method 
to find out to what extent the EA capabilities are embedded in the enterprise. 
Measuring the maturity is a well-known practice in the IT domain. Many maturity models are 
available today in practitioners’ white papers and scholar articles. The subject areas included for 
the use of these models are software development, systems engineering, integrated product and 
process development and IT security. The area of EA is in most cases measured by EA 
framework specific models. For example Dynamic Architecture (Wagter, Van Den Berg, Luijpers, 
& Van Steenbergen, 2005) is assessed using the DYAMM model (van Steenbergen, Schipper, et 
al., 2010). However, also, more general models are used like TOGAF refers to the model of the 
United States Department of Commerce the Enterprise Architecture Capability Maturity Model 
(ACMM) (UnitedStatesDOC, 2007). The general used maturity models are in most cases based on 
the Software Engineering Institute's (SEI) Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) 
(CMMI®, 2010). 
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The measuring of EA maturity with the general models use the same six capability leveled 
approach as used in CMMI. The leveled approach will give, the organization measured, a way to 
improve the overall set of processes that starts out in an incomplete state, transforms into a 
managed process, and then finally becomes a well-defined, optimized, and mature process. 





4. Quantitatively Managed 
5. Optimizing 
 
The next table describes the capability levels in a more detailed way. 
TABLE 4 CAPABILITY MATURITY LEVELS AS DEFINED IN CMMI FOR DEVELOPMENT VERSION 1.3 
(CMMI®, 2010) 
Capability 
Level  Name   Description  
0  Incomplete  An “incomplete process” is a process that either is not performed or 
partially performed. One or more of the specific goals of the process 
area are not satisfied, and no collective goals exist for this level since 
there is no reason to institutionalize a partially performed process.  
1  Performed A capability level 1 process is characterized as a “performed process.” 
A performed process is a process that satisfies the particular goals of 
the process area. It supports and enables the work needed to produce 
work products. 
Although capability level 1 results in significant improvements, those 
improvements can be lost over time if they are not institutionalized. 
The application of institutionalization (the CMMI generic practices at 
capability levels 2 through 5) helps to ensure that improvements are 
maintained. 
2  Managed A capability level 2 process is characterized as a “managed process.” A 
managed process is a performed (capability level 1) process that has 
the basic infrastructure in place to support the process. It is planned 
and executed by policy; employs skilled people who have adequate 
resources to produce controlled outputs; involves relevant 
stakeholders; is monitored, controlled, and reviewed; and is evaluated 
for adherence to its process description. The process discipline 
reflected by capability level 2 helps to ensure that existing practices 
are retained during times of stress. 
3  Defined A capability level 3 process is characterized as a “defined process.” A 
defined process is a managed (capability level 2) process that is 
tailored from the organization’s set of standard processes according to 
the organization’s tailoring guidelines and contributes work products, 
measures, and other process improvement information to the 
organizational process assets. 
A critical distinction between capability levels 2 and 3 is the scope of 
standards, process descriptions, and procedures. At capability level 2, 
the standards, process descriptions, and procedures may be quite 
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Capability 
Level  Name   Description  
different in each particular instance of the process (e.g., on a specific 
project). At capability level 3, the standards, process descriptions, and 
procedures for a project are tailored from the organization’s set of 
standard processes to suit a particular project or organizational unit 
and, therefore, are more consistent, except for the differences allowed 
by the tailoring guidelines. 
Another critical distinction is that at capability level 3, processes are 
typically described more rigorously than at capability level 2. A 
defined process clearly states the purpose, inputs, entry criteria, 
activities, roles, measures, verification steps, outputs, and exit criteria. 
At capability level 3, processes are managed more proactively using an 
understanding of the interrelationships of the process activities and 
detailed measures of the process, its work products, and its services. 
4  Quantitatively 
Managed 
A capability level 4 process is characterized as a “quantitatively 
managed process.” A quantitatively managed process is a defined 
(capability level 3) process that is controlled using statistical and other 
quantitative techniques. Quantitative objectives for quality and 
process performance are established and used as criteria in managing 
the process. Quality and process performance is understood in 
statistical terms and is administered throughout the life of the process. 
5  Optimizing A capability level 5 processes are characterized as an “optimizing 
process.” An optimizing process is a quantitatively managed 
(capability level 4) process that is improved based on an 
understanding of the common causes of variation inherent in the 
process. The focus of an optimizing process is on continually 
improving the range of process performance through both incremental 
and innovative improvements. 
The DYAMM model uses, depending on the focus area, a three or four-leveled maturity approach 
by assigning the letters A, B, C, and D as the focus area capability maturity level.  
One example: the focus area Use of architecture has three maturity levels  
A. Architecture used informatively 
B. Architecture used to steer content  
C. Architecture integrated into the organization 
Per method a different approach is taken to name the areas and even the scope of processes 
differs. Where ACMM uses nine areas, DYAMM has 18 areas to assess the EA process. 
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Below is a summary of all areas covering the EA practice in an organization according to the 
ACMM (UnitedStatesDOC, 2007).  
The Enterprise Architecture areas to be measured are as follows: 
1. Architecture Process 
2. Architecture Development 
3. Business Linkage 
4. Senior Management Involvement 
5. Operating Unit Participation 
6. Architecture Communication 
7. IT Security 
8. Governance 
9. IT Investment and Acquisition Strategy  
 
The DYAMM model has, for instance, an extensive set of focus areas to be measured. The 
following 18 areas cover the whole DYA framework. In most cases the organization has not 
implemented the whole framework and therefore it is not needed to assess all areas.  
1. Development of architecture 
2. Use of architecture 
3. Alignment with business 
4. Alignment with the development process  
5. Alignment with operations 
6. Relationship to the as-is state 
7. Roles and responsibilities  
8. Coordination of developments 
9. Monitoring 
10. Quality management 
11. Maintenance of the architectural process  
12. Maintenance of the architectural deliverables  
13. Commitment and motivation 
14. Architectural roles and training 
15. Use of an architectural method 
16. Consultation 
17. Architectural tools  
18. Budgeting and planning 
The use of a maturity model does not guarantee that the maturity of an EA process does 
increase. Measuring the as-is situation is one part of the process, implementing the advised 
capability improvements is the second part. 
The architecture maturity matrix is an assessment instrument to be used by an outside party to 
evaluate the current state of the architectural practice of an organization. (van Steenbergen et 
al., 2008) The result of this assessment will deliver input to an architecture development plan 
for improving the EA maturity. The local EA organization can use the tool to perform an 
assessment when a new milestone is reached or for input to investment requests. 
Concluding from this general collection of maturity assessment methods is that EA maturity 
models can be combined with the software maturity models. Although the ACMM model is based 
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on CMMI, and DyAMM is based on a focus area model it is still possible to combine these into one 
focus area model. A focus area model can combine processes from different domains. The to be 
developed model will be a combination of sectors from more than one model and multiple 
domains. 
In this thesis, a subset of focus areas is used to measure EA process maturity. The subset 
contains only the areas that are directly related to the V-model.  
What these areas are, how these are selected and what theory is used, is explained in chapter 5. 
The exact steps towards the SpicEA model are also explained in chapter 5. 
4.5 Automotive system and software engineering products and 
processes 
Embedded software is the software to control a system or part of a system to enable a function 
of a final product like a machine, medical device, plane, or vehicle. The software runs on 
hardware, in most cases an ECU, inside the final product as an integrated part. Examples of 
function in a final product are a variation of wash programs in a washing machines, sensor 
controlled cardio monitors in a hospital and anti-lock braking in vehicles. This last example is 
one of the subject systems of this thesis. Within the automotive industry embedded systems are 
common use to control functions in a car, truck or bus. Embedded systems are special purpose 
computers in the vehicle that control one or more systems of actuators, sensors, and switches. 
The embedded software on these devices is referred to as vehicle software and run in real time 
in most cases directly on the microprocessors of the device. Because of these embedded systems, 
cars are known as software intensive, complex products. 
Vehicle software and embedded software within software intensive complex products is during 
the last decade grown to a mature discipline within the product-engineering sector. The 
development of vehicle software is a discipline grown from the mechanical and mechatronic 
systems development. New or improved systems on a truck or car are more and more direct 
related to a vehicle software system. This relation between hardware and software is tight 
during the product engineering processes for these systems. Because of this relation, the V-
model shaped engineering process, further referred as V-model (Forsberg & Mooz, 1991), is 
commonly used by automotive engineering departments. Also, because of this relation, the 
process of engineering and manufacturing these products is very complex, and complexity is 
increasing over time (ElMaraghy, ElMaraghy, Tomiyama, & Monostori, 2012). 
As stated in the introduction of this thesis, Automotive SPICE (A-SPICE) is the standard 
assessment method within vehicle software engineering. A strong relation exists between A-
SPICE and the V-model. Per phase of the V-model, there is an A-SPICE process area to assess that 
phase. The A-SPICE standard is initially meant for assessing suppliers of (system) software to 
validate their processes and maturity. A-SPICE can also be used in a self-assessment variant to 
measure the internal processes of the organization. The relation between the various stages of 
the V-model and the A-SPICE processes are in more detail described later in this chapter in 
section 4.5. 
Development of vehicle software within a global multi-branded enterprise, like Company X, is in 
most cases done by distributed teams (Hopp, 2011) and, therefore, a standardized way of 
developing is preferred. Implementing and managing, a standardized way of product 
development in an enterprise with multiple divisions with all their markets and context is 
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challenging. Differences in the company situation and business model, drive the use of different 
methods for integration, different standards, a different number of configurations, and a 
different focus in the development effort (Fröberg, Sandström, & Norström, 2005). Because of 
this, the enterprise has to seek to architectures and solutions to meet the requirements of local 
businesses as close as possible to their needs. The solution includes product and IT-systems 
solutions and architectures.(Ali & Kidd, 2013a)  
Configuration management, product (system) architecture, requirement management, and test 
management are crucial business processes to control the quality, safety, and reliability of the 
customers’ product. Because of the limited available time and resources, this research is limited 
to the processes of configuration management and requirement management. In the next two 
sections, these processes are explained on a high level. 
4.5.1 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
This section describes the process of configuration management in general but also specific for 
the context of this thesis. 
The concept of configuration management has in practitioner and academic literature 
many definitions like: 
CM is a significant philosophy to bridge the gap between PM activities and those with design, 
manufacturing, and product support (Burgess, Byrne, & Kidd, 2003).  
Or: 
Configuration Management (CM) is a technical and management process applying appropriate 
resources, processes, and tools to establish and maintain consistency between the product 
requirements, the product, and associated product configuration information (EIA, 2011). 
Within this research the following definition is used: 
Configuration management is a management activity that manages the definition of a 
product, system or process from its earliest definition all the way through the lifecycle (Ali & 
Kidd, 2014) 
The primary objective of CM is to ensure that all product changes and information throughout 
the life cycle of the product are assessed, approved and stored. These changes include the 
changes of e.g. requirements, design, as-built, and as-maintained information. In other words, 
CM guarantees that configuration items, including all the systems, equipment, documentation, 
and, components, are accurately described and consistent related all the time and changed when 
needed within the rules of the products design. In many cases, this is also required to be 
managed post disposal, in cases where access to data or documentation may be needed for 
regulatory purposes (Ali & Kidd, 2014). 
Managing such a process is a multi-disciplinary activity within an enterprise. The Product 
Development department (PD) is an important link in the whole chain of product life cycle 
activities. PD is responsible for the design and consistency of the product during the entire life 
cycle of the product. Products can only be changed by the design rules of PD due to the 
requirement for guaranteed safety or durability of the product. When for instance a complex 
product needs a service part because it worn out or is broken, this part can only be replaced by 
the same or a prescribed superseded part. This process of prescribing replaceable parts is an 
essential element of the work of engineering teams on complex products with a long life cycle. 
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Highly complex products like planes, cars, trucks, manufacturing, and consumer machines, have 
a lifetime of at least ten years. During those years of customer service, and product support the 
product configuration must be kept consistent and within the design rules of the manufacturer 
or designer. 
In most cases new highly complex products are not built completely from scratch but based on 
existing models and components completed with new or changed components. Engineering a 
new product is a multi-discipline project over many years. To control this kind of product 
changes within configuration management needs the support of reliable information, processes, 
and systems.  
A well performing and reliable configuration management process needs according to (Ali & 
Kidd, 2013a) the following capabilities: 
 Execution Policies 
 CM governance 
 Process executers 
 Resources allocation 
 Organizational support 
 Effective environment 
 Effective communication 
 Customer awareness 
 Process control at vendor premises 
 Process transformation 
Configuration management has, as described, influence on the product handling throughout the 
whole life cycle of the product. The specification of an existing product is based on the 
configuration information of different building blocks or components of that product. A 
specification is, in this case, a summary of sub-components of the final product and all relevant 
metadata like type codes, measurements, but also parameters to customize that product or to 
identify the product with serial numbers. In most cases also, the bill-of-material is part of the as-
maintained configuration of the product. The building blocks or components can be used in one 
or more variants of the final product.  
Within the context of this research the Company X is developing, manufacturing and partly 
servicing highly complex products like trucks and diesel engines for buses and coaches. The 
configuration of the products are created, stored and changed for more than ten years. The long 
time storage means that a configuration management process has to be solid, reliable, but also 
flexible to adapt to new product and environmental changes of the enterprise. 
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4.5.2 REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT 
This section describes the process of requirements management on a high level. The specific 
literature used to develop the SpicEA model is mentioned in the reference model. The reference 
model is the literature base for the SpicEA model. 
Requirements management (RM) or requirements engineering (RE) is, in general, the process of 
identifying the problem and its context, collecting the customer’s requirements within that 
context and specifying them according to customer needs within that context. The difference 
between RM and RE is that RM is the governance process for the operational task of RE. 
A formal definition of RM used in the context of this research is: 
Requirements management is the process of scheduling, coordinating, and documenting the 
requirements engineering activities (that is, elicitation, analysis, specification, and 
verification) (Thayer & Dorfman, 1997). 
A requirement is in the context of product engineering a documented functional or non-
functional need that product should perform. A stakeholder of that product states this need. A 
set of requirements is collected and bundled to a specification of requirements. 
RE is a task that is performed by systems engineering, product engineering and software 
engineering. In most cases the same core activities are performed. 
The core activities of RE are:  
 Eliciting requirements 
 Modeling and analyzing requirements 
 Communicating requirements 
 Agreeing requirements 
 Evolving requirements 
Based on research of (Verner, Cox, Bleistein, & Cerpa, 2007) the methodology is less important 
than the completeness and timing of completeness. When requirements are poorly defined, and 
RM processes are ad hoc, the result is nearly always a bad product or a canceled project. (Verner 
et al., 2007) 
With the above in mind, the conclusion can be drawn that requirements engineering should start 
at an early stage of the project and should deliver unambiguous requirements. These 
requirements must be documented in a format that enables traceability and testability during 
the life cycle of the product. Requirements must be verified and approved by the customer 
before the development of the product is started. 
Automotive vehicle electronic systems are developed facing a complex and large set of inter-
related requirements from numerous stakeholders, many of whom are internal to the Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) (Fröberg et al., 2005). The complex situation is also the case in 
the context of this research. The set of requirements of a new truck has many stakeholders and 
is related to many functions of the product. The IT systems should support the requirements 
engineer in the processing of requirements information during his complex engineering work. 
EA and IT Governance should align the IT systems roadmap with this RE process to make the 
process more mature to guarantee the quality of the delivered product.  
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4.6 Relations between V-model and A-SPICE 
The V-model is the development process used for developing complex products like trucks. The 
V-model is explained in more detail in appendix 7. As mentioned in section 4.4, A-SPICE is a 
standard for vehicle software process maturity assessment. This standard is based on a process 
reference model (Automotive SPICE, 2010) that is used partly in this research. The model 
includes processes, which are grouped in three process categories derived from the ISO/IEC 
12207 AMD 1 (ISO/IEC12207, 2008). 
The categories are: 
 The Primary life cycle processes category 
 The Supporting life cycle processes category 
 The Organizational life cycle processes category 
With the next picture, the relation between A-SPICE and the V-model is shown. 
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FIGURE 6 V-MODEL AND AUTOMOTIVE SPICE RELATION 
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4.7 Relation between the V-model and EA 
As stated in section 4.1, EA is recommended as an enterprise discipline to support and improve 
the strategy of global engineering of vehicle software management and, therefore, to support 
corporate strategy during the stage of strategy implementation. 
Because of this statement the, primary goal of EA in this research about the V-model is to 
support the business processes behind the V-model from an architecture point of view. EA 
should support the journey to grow from the current maturity level of the engineering processes 
to the desired level of maturity to guarantee the needed quality of process deliveries. The 
maturity of the architecture is, therefore, directly related to the maturity of the V-model. When 
the enterprises EA maturity increases, the V-model process capabilities will be supported in a 
more mature way and increasing the maturity of the V-model process capabilities will. 
4.8 The global process of automotive product engineering 
Global enterprises with an in-house developed product have their R&D or product engineering 
departments. Company X, the context of this research with multiple divisions around the globe, 
is such an enterprise. The three brands have their R&D departments, internally of Company X 
known as Product Development (PD) or Engineering. These engineering teams work together on 
shared products or components; this is known as global engineering.  
While this offers significant economic benefits, it also requires sophisticated managerial skills, 
new work processes, and business models to achieve collaboration and integration among 
geographically dispersed and culturally diverse work groups (Thamhain, 2011).  
Managing these global teams requires mature managerial processes and capabilities. Managing 
global teams across the enterprise need a corporate strategy guiding the teams towards the 
shared goals and targets. Because of the strong relation between the maturity of the engineering 
process, the global team management, and the corporate strategy, it is wise to measure the 
maturity of these processes in one single assessment. Therefore, the SpicEA maturity 
assessment model and matrix include the management focus areas of the Global engineering 
team and corporate strategy.   
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5 DEVELOPING THE SPICEA MATURITY MODEL AND MATRIX 
This chapter describes the process of elaborating the SpicEA maturity model and SpicEA matrix. 
5.1 SpicEA maturity model 
The complete set of artifacts delivered by this research is a related set of models and a matrix. 
The SpicEA maturity model is the name of the whole set. The SpicEA maturity matrix is the 
collection of the assessment results; therefore, it is related to the SpicEAssessment. The SpicEA 
maturity matrix is related to the SpicEA reference model because the reference model contains 
per focus area of the matrix a set of literature and statements. The third relation is between the 
SpicEA reference model and the SpicEAssessment. The SpicEA reference model delivers the 











FIGURE 7 CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION OF SPICEA MATURITY MODEL 
The rest of this chapter will focus on the development of the SpicEA maturity matrix. The 
development of the SpicEA reference model and the SpicEAssessment is explained in chapter 6. 
5.2 SpicEA maturity matrix 
The development of the SpicEA maturity matrix is based on the method used in ‘The design of 
focus area maturity models’ (van Steenbergen, Bos, et al., 2010). The design of focus area 
maturity models can use one or more functional domains as the context. Therefore, it is possible 
to combine more than one business domain or set of processes in this type of maturity model. 
This thesis combines three functional domains in one maturity model. The domains are EA, 
vehicle software development, and global management. The method of (van Steenbergen, Bos, et 
al., 2010) explains step by step how to build the model.  
The process of building the maturity matrix is performed in ten steps. 
The SpicEA maturity matrix for this research is built as followed: 
Step 1 Identify and scope the functional domain  
The functional domain of this maturity matrix is defined as the engineering processes of vehicle 
software including all processes, activities, supporting systems, responsibilities, and actors 
involved in the development of vehicle software. 
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Step 2 Determine focus areas  
The set of focus areas is defined by choosing the main processes of vehicle software 
management according to Automotive SPICE. This set is expanded with the IT support processes 
within EA plus also the corporate management areas to manage this on the enterprise level. 
The focus areas are:  
1) Requirements elicitation (ENG.1),  
2) System requirements analysis (ENG.2) 
3) Software requirements analysis (ENG.4) 
4) System architecture design (ENG.3) 
5) Software integration test (ENG.7) 
6) Software testing (ENG.8) 
7) System integration test (ENG.9) 
8) System test (ENG.10) 
9) Configuration management (SUP.8) 
10) RE Business process; tooling knowledge & IT-support 
11) SA Business process; tooling knowledge & IT-support 
12) Test Business process; tooling knowledge & IT-support 
13) CM Business process; tooling knowledge & IT-support 
14) Global Engineering team 
15) Corporate Strategy 
Because of the limited scope of this research, the next steps of this process are only performed for 
the numbers 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15. The choice for these numbers out of the above list is because 
these are the areas within Requirements management, Configuration management, and the 
governance areas. Requirements management and Configuration management have the most 
practical relevance in Company X. 
Step 3 Determine capabilities  
The capabilities per focus area are related to the discovered literature per area. In the reference 
model behind the maturity matrix, all needed capabilities for a complete process are found and 
added to the model. 
Within Automotive SPICE is defined what capabilities are required for the engineering processes 
to get a result out of the process. This set of capabilities is defined as level A. When the processes 
are more in control the level will raise. In the reference model is per focus area defined what set 
of capabilities and outcomes is needed per level to adjust it to the specific focus area. 
The capability levels are: 
TABLE 5 CAPABILITY MATURITY LEVELS AS DEFINED IN A-SPICE  
A Performed process 
The implemented process achieves its process purpose.  
The following process attribute demonstrates the achievement of this level: 
The process performance attribute is a measure of the extent to which the process 
purpose is achieved. As a result of full attainment of this attribute: 
a) The process achieves its defined outcomes 
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B Managed process 
The previously described Performed process is now implemented in a managed 
fashion (planned, monitored and adjusted) and its work products are 
appropriately established, controlled and maintained. 
The following process attributes, together with the previously defined process attribute, 
demonstrate the achievement of this level: 
The performance management process attribute is a measure of the extent to 
which the performance of the process is managed. As a result of full achievement of 
this process attribute: 
a) Objectives for the performance of the process are identified; 
b) Performance of the process is planned; 
c) Performance of the process is monitored; 
d) Performance of the process is adjusted to meet plans; 
e) Responsibilities and authorities for performing the process are defined, assigned and 
communicated; 
f) Personnel performing the process are prepared for executing their responsibilities; 
g) Resources and information necessary for performing the process are identified, made 
available, allocated and used; 
h) Interfaces between the involved parties are managed to ensure both effective 
communication and clear assignment of responsibility. 
The work product management process attribute is a measure of the extent to 
which the work products produced by the process are appropriately managed. As a 
result of full achievement of this process attribute: 
a) Requirements for the work products of the process are defined; 
b) Requirements for documentation and control of the work products are defined; 
c) Work products are appropriately identified, documented, and controlled; 
d) Work products are reviewed by planned arrangements and adjusted as necessary to 
meet requirements. 
NOTE 1: Requirements for documentation and control of work products may include 
requirements for the identification of changes and revision status, approval and re-
approval of work products, distribution of work products, and for making compatible 
versions of applicable work products available at points of use. 
NOTE 2: The work products referred to in this Clause are those that result from the 
achievement of the process purpose through the process outcomes. 
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C Established process 
The previously described Managed process is now implemented using a defined 
process that is capable of achieving its process outcomes. 
The following process attributes, together with the previously defined process attributes, 
demonstrate the achievement of this level: 
The process definition process attribute is a measure of the extent to which a 
standard process is maintained to support the deployment of the defined process. 
As a result of full achievement of this process attribute: 
a) A standard process, including appropriate tailoring guidelines, is defined and 
maintained that describes the fundamental elements that must be incorporated into a 
defined process; 
b) The sequence and interaction of the standard process with other processes are 
determined. 
c) Required competencies and roles for performing the process are identified as part of 
the standard process; 
d) Required infrastructure and work environment for performing the process are 
identified as part of the standard process; 
e) Suitable methods and measures for monitoring the effectiveness and suitability of the 
process are determined. 
The process deployment process attribute is a measure of the extent to which the 
standard process is deployed as a defined process to achieve its process outcomes. 
As a result of full achievement of this process attribute: 
a) A defined process is deployed based on an appropriately selected and/or tailored 
standard process; 
b) Required roles, responsibilities and authorities for performing the defined process are 
assigned and communicated; 
c) Personnel performing the defined process are competent by appropriate education, 
training, and experience; 
d) Required resources and information necessary for performing the defined process are 
made available, allocated and used; 
e) Necessary infrastructure and work environment for performing the defined process 
are provided, managed and maintained; 
f) Appropriate data are collected and analyzed as a basis for understanding the behavior 
of the process, to demonstrate the suitability and effectiveness of the process, and to 
evaluate where continual improvement of the process can be made. 
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D Predictable process 
The previously described Established process now operates predictively within 
defined limits to achieve its process outcomes. Quantitative management needs are 
identified; measurement data are collected and analyzed to determine assignable 
causes of variation. Corrective action is taken to address assignable causes of 
variation. 
The following process attributes, together with the previously defined process attributes, 
demonstrate the achievement of this level: 
The quantitative analysis process attribute is a measure of the extent to which 
information needs are defined, relationships between process elements are 
identified, and data are collected. As a result of full achievement of this process 
attribute: 
a) The process is aligned with quantitative business goals; 
b) Process information needs in support of relevant defined quantitative business goals 
are established; 
c) Process measurement objectives are derived from process information needs; 
d) Measurable relationships between process elements that contribute to the process 
performance are identified; 
e) Quantitative objectives for process performance in support of relevant business goals 
are established; 
f) Appropriate measures and frequency of measurement are defined and defined in line 
with process measurement objectives and quantitative objectives for process 
performance; 
g) Results of measurement are collected, validated and reported to monitor the extent to 
which the quantitative objectives for process performance are met. 
NOTE 1 Information needs typically reflect management, technical, project, process or 
product needs. 
The measurable control process attribute is a measure of the extent to which 
objective data are used to manage process performance that is predictable. As a 
result of full achievement of this process attribute: 
a) Techniques for analyzing the collected data are selected; 
b) Assignable causes of process variation are determined through analysis of the 
collected data; 
c) Distributions that characterize the performance of the process are established; 
d) Corrective actions are taken to address assignable causes of variation; 
e) Separate distributions are established (as necessary) for analyzing the process under 
the influence of assignable causes of variation. 
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E Optimizing process 
The previously described Predictable process is now continually improved to 
respond to change aligned with organizational goals. 
The following process attributes, together with the previously defined process attributes, 
demonstrate the achievement of this level: 
The process innovation process attribute is a measure of the extent to which 
changes to the process are identified from investigations of innovative approaches 
to the definition and deployment of the process. As a result of full achievement of 
this process attribute: 
a) Process innovation objectives are defined that support the relevant business goals; 
b) Appropriate data are analyzed to identify opportunities for innovation; 
c) Innovation opportunities derived from new technologies and process concepts are 
identified; 
d) An implementation strategy is established to achieve the process innovation 
objectives. 
The process innovation process implementation attribute is a measure of the 
extent to which changes in the definition, management, and performance of the 
process achieves the relevant process innovation objectives. As a result of full 
achievement of this process attribute: 
a) Impact of all proposed changes is assessed against the goals of the defined process and 
standard process; 
b) Implementation of all agreed changes is managed to ensure that any disruption to the 
process performance is understood and acted upon; 
c) The effectiveness of process change by actual performance is evaluated against the 
defined product requirements and process objectives. 
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Step 4 Determine dependencies  
The dependency of the focus areas is based on the V-model process. Before the system and 
software requirements analysis processes can perform there must be a process and work 
products definition for the elicitation of the requirements. Therefore, the capability maturity of 
system requirement analysis depends on the elicitation capability maturity. 
The elicitation process capability maturity depends on the basic RM process IT support and IT 
knowledge of that process. Therefore, the support of word-processing for the requirements 
engineer is the minimum capability that should exist for the first level of elicitation maturity. 
The focus area of CM capability maturity depends on the definition of at least the processes and 
work product of the RM process. Without properly defined processes and work products, it is 
unable to define what should be managed as a configuration item. The first level of CM capability 
maturity is, therefore, depending on the first level of capability maturity of software 
requirements analysis. The IT support for this process should also be on the first level before the 
CM process can grow to the first level. 
The dependency between the management and the engineering areas are defined by assuming 
that there is no need to have a corporate strategy or a global engineering team management 
available to set up a basic process for elicitation and analysis of requirements. The dependency 
will be there when a standard process with standard tooling must be implemented. There 
should be a corporate strategy and global team management available delivering the minimum 
outcome before a standard process can be implemented. 
There must be a minimum corporate strategy available before global team management can be 
assigned to mature level A. 
Step 5 Position capabilities in matrix  
With all of the dependencies defined during step 4 the matrix should look like this: 
 
FIGURE 8 MATURITY MATRIX 
Step 6 Develop assessment instrument  
The assessment instrument is developed out of the reference model and can be transformed into 
an online survey. From the survey results, it is possible to derive the level of capability maturity 
per area. The high-level description of the assessment can be found in chapter 6 and the 
development of the assessment is described in appendix 6. 
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Step 7 Define improvement actions  
This step is never performed because instruments are never validated. 
Step 8 Implement maturity model  
This step is never performed because instruments are never validated. 
Step 9 Improve the matrix iteratively  
This step is never performed because instruments are never validated. 
Step 10 Communicate results  
This step is never performed because instruments are never validated.   
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6 THE SPICEA REFERENCE MODEL AND SPICEASSESSMENT 
This section describes how the SpicEA reference model is structured. The SpicEAssessment 
relation to the reference model is explained, and how this assessment is structured.  
The reference model is used to connect the SpicEA matrix to the SpicEAssessment and to collect 
all the literature in a structured model. In chapter 5 the SpicEA matrix is developed containing 
the defined focus areas. Per focus area is a set of statements needed to determine the maturity 
during the assessment. The SpicEA reference model is used to relate all this information and 
make it a consistent set. The SpicEAssessment details are written in appendix 6, in this chapter a 
high-level description is given. 
6.1 The SpicEA reference model 
The reference model is a reusable structure to enable the relations between the to be measured 
focus areas and the describing literature. Per focus area of the maturity matrix a tree of 
information must be collected to make the reference model valid. The mentioned tree is 
visualized in figure 6.  
The focus area in the maturity matrix is defined as a business process with a set of needed 
capabilities. How this set should look like and what can be measured is gathered from the 
reference literature. With these relations as described, the maturity matrix is  
6.1.1 CONCEPT BEHIND THE REFERENCE MODEL 
Conceptually the model is built with the following schema: 
 
FIGURE 9 CONCEPTUAL REFERENCE MODEL 
The model is constructed by using the frame of the SpicEA maturity matrix as the starting frame 
of the reference design. One focus area represents one main business process of the problem 
area. Per focus area is one or more capability related in the model. Each capability is related to 
one or more literature reference, and this is again split up into a description, one or more 
decision rules, and one or more statements. 
Maturity 
Matrix
Focus area 1 Focus area 2







Statement 1 Statement 2
Literature 
reference 2
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Per focus area a related subset of literature is gathered. The gathered literature is the result of 
the literature study as described in chapter 3. The discovered literature forms the fundament of 
the reference model. 
Out of the literature subset, the capabilities are defined and directly related to one or more 
literature references. Out of these references are statements and decision rules formed to make 
a clear relation to the assessment questions. 
6.2 The SpicEAssessment 
The SpicEAssessment is a set of general questions, general statements, role specific statements, 
and process specific statements. The set is the result of the lowest level of the SpicEA reference 
model as described in section 6.1. 
The assessment is meant to be filled out by all involved people in the functional domain of the to 
be assessed processes. The results of this assessment are then analyzed and after that visualized 
in the maturity matrix. 
The assessment is based on academic literature and best practices of the functional domain as 
defined during the development of the SpicEA maturity matrix. The relation to the academic 
literature improves the internal validity of the SpicEA maturity model. 
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7 RESULTS AND PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter describes the results and the partial conclusions per research question. The 
research questions are answered by describing the discovered evidence per question. Chapter 8 
contains the general conclusions and recommendations as drawn out of these results. 
7.1 Main result of the research 
This research has delivered the following related artifacts as the main result: 
 The SpicEA Maturity model  
o The SpicEA maturity matrix 
o The SpicEA reference model 
o The SpicEAssessment 
 The cross domain maturity model development method 
The next paragraphs explain the artifacts on a high level and refer to the details. 
7.1.1 THE SPICEA MATURITY MATRIX 
This is the representation of the assessment results from the SpicEAssessment. This matrix will 
give the stakeholders of the measured processes a one-page overview of the maturity of the 
measured domain. The development and the explanation of the matrix are described in detail in 
chapter 5. 
7.1.2 THE SPICEA REFERENCE MODEL 
This is the reference model for the SpicEA matrix and the SpicEAssessment and contains all the 
theoretical and practical evidence of the to be assessed processes. This model describes the 
relation between the focus area and the theoretical or practical evidence. This relation is created 
by, describing per capabilities of a focus area the theoretical or practical evidence. The evidence 
is collected by the literature study of this research. The explanation and development of the 
SpicEA reference model can be found in chapter 6  
7.1.3 THE SPICEASSESSMENT 
This is the assessment of the SpicEA functional domain as defined during the development of the 
maturity matrix. The assessment contains the statements from the SpicEA reference model and 
survey questions based on the statements. The survey questions are answered during an 
assessment. The assessment is performed by the involved stakeholders and people related to the 
functional domain. The result of the assessment is shown in the SpicEA matrix. Details of the 
assessment are in chapter 6 and appendix 6. 
7.1.4 THE CROSS DOMAIN MATURITY MODEL DEVELOPMENT METHOD 
This is the method used during the case study of this research. The method is using other 
methods in a combined way and then delivers a set of artifacts for the chosen functional domain. 
This method can be used for every functional domain where processes are interacting or 
supporting the other. 
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7.2 Answering the research questions  
Beside the delivered artifacts, the research has answered the research questions as defined in 
chapter 2. The case study has delivered insight in the practical application of global engineering 
and how Enterprise Architecture is needed to support that set of processes in increasing to a 
higher maturity level. The major part of the theoretical evidence is gathered during the 
literature study and combined into the SpicEA reference model. The reference model is the base 
for the SpicEA maturity model and SpicEAssessment method as described in chapter 5 and 6. 
In the following part of the report, the answers to the research questions and partial conclusions 
are given. The answers are split-up per sub research question.  
SQ1: To what extent are strategy and vision aligned across multi divisions within an 
enterprise? 
Out of the case study the following strategy related subjects has been gathered. The 
organizational documents show that the alignment between truck divisions is influenced by: 
 A hierarchical organization. The strategy and vision of a large enterprise like Company X 
must be interpreted and filtered by up to three management layers to get communicated 
at the divisions level. Every layer will ‘tweak’ the story to fit with their ideas. 
 Local rules vs. global strategy. A globally spread enterprise like Company X has to take 
into account the local influence of legal rules and market depending differences.  
 Local benefits vs. global vision. A global enterprise like Company X cannot have one 
vision on, selling trucks to customers for example, because of the diversity of markets 
across the world. 
The interviews do confirm that IT and business have differences in their roadmaps. IT roadmaps 
are technical roadmaps for replacing IT systems or applications. Business roadmaps are product 
roadmaps containing the product changes needed over time. The company expects the 
information in the systems, to be available for changing or building new products, is supported 
by IT. 
The partial conclusion out of this answer is; the layered structure of an organization is 
responsible to a certain extent for the alignment of the strategy and vision across multiple 
divisions. 
It is also concluded that within the Company X the difference in products, local markets, and 
local rules are responsible to a great extent for the alignment of the strategy and vision with 
other divisions. When the local rules and markets differ more, the alignment will be less and vice 
versa. 
SQ2: To what extent are engineering department processes aligned across multi divisions 
within an enterprise? 
The scoping interviews and organizational documentation show that the alignment of 
engineering processes across multi divisions within the Company X enterprise is influenced by 
the history of the truck divisions. In the areas of product structure and local culture of the 
engineering teams, a legacy of many years is still influencing the processes. The product 
structure differences between the divisions are within the concept of the product structure. A 
product can either be developed as an integrated product or assembled from bought 
components. The differences influence the development process alignment across the divisions. 
The local culture of a team can differ because of variances in working methods and differences in 
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the organizational structure. The working methods are different because of either the education 
or the local standards used. The differences between for instance European and American teams 
and the way they cope with other cultures or management are big enough to have different ideas 
on priorities and methods. 
Out of the literature about global engineering teams is discovered that globally spread teams 
have to deal with new working processes. It also requires sophisticated managerial skills, and 
business models to achieve collaboration and integration among geographically dispersed and 
culturally diverse work groups (Thamhain, 2011). 
The partial conclusion out of this answer is; the differences in working methods, local culture, 
differences in culture, and the difference in organizational structure, across global spread teams 
in an organization, is responsible to a great extent for the alignment of the engineering processes 
across multi divisions. 
SQ3: What are the needed division business capabilities regarding vehicle software 
management? 
From the organizational documentation of Company X is discovered that the used standard for 
vehicle software management is Automotive SPICE. This standard describes all needed 
capabilities for the vehicle software management processes. The literature of embedded 
software management is in line with the Automotive SPICE standard. This automotive SPICE 
standard is common use in the European automotive industry. 
The partial conclusion out of this answer is that the needed capabilities are prescribed by the 
used standards. 
SQ4: What are the available division business capabilities regarding vehicle software 
management? 
The SpicEA method could have answered this question when the assessment had collected all 
the answers. The SpicEA method is not used for it due to time constraints and availability of 
resources. Out of the organizational documentation of Company X and the scoping interviews is 
discovered that all needed capabilities are available in the organization for vehicle software 
management. SQ3 has delivered the list of needed capabilities. The available capabilities are on 
the level of Automotive SPICE level 1. The level 1 means that a core set of capacities is available 
and is delivering output as prescribed. The processes are not controlled or managed so the 
output might vary in the sense of quality. From the literature and practitioners’ organizations is 
understood that the majority of the automotive manufacturers are on spice level 2 and 3. 
The partial conclusion out of this answer is that based on the discovered documents of Company 
X, the basic capabilities are available in the organization and the maturity is low. 
A general conclusion is that a maturity assessment can deliver a more precise and comparable 
answer. 
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SQ5: What are the enterprise capabilities of vehicle software management supported by 
enterprise architecture? 
The SpicEA method could have answered this question but is not used for it due to time 
constraints and availability of resources. Out of the organizational documentation of Company X 
and the scoping interviews is discovered that the EA supported capabilities at Company X are all 
technical capabilities. EA defines the selection criteria for IT tools regarding supportability and 
organizational standards within IT. EA does not define target states and roadmaps to evolve the 
enterprise in that target state. EA is also not embedded on the business process level. 
Independent from IT is the business standardizing their business processes and selecting IT 
tools to support this. 
The partial conclusion out of this answer is that the EA supported capabilities are limited to the 
IT technical capabilities. The business architecture part of EA is not embedded in the 
organization as a whole aligned with the IT technical architecture. 
SQ6: To what extent is Enterprise Architecture known and understood at division business 
management level? 
Out of the organizational documentation of Company X and the scoping interviews is discovered 
that the majority of division management see EA as an IT technical process and guidance to 
define IT investments. EA is regarded as the developer of artifacts for IT tools and systems on a 
technical level. EA is not seen as the process of translating business vision and strategy into 
effective enterprise change on the three layers of business, information, and technique. Out of 
the literature is discovered that EA must be an enterprise-wide embedded organization 
managed and supported at the corporate level. 
The partial conclusion out of this answer is that EA is known to a minimal extent and is 
understood to a certain extent of the divisions management. The lack of knowledge about EA as 
an enterprise-wide process is responsible for a great extent of the misunderstanding of EA at the 
business management level. 
With the results of the sub-questions and the development of the maturity matrix & assessment, 
it is possible to answer the main research question.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 
8.1 Conclusions 
Out of the results of this research, can be concluded that the research question can be answered. 
To what extent does Enterprise Architecture support the strategy implementation of a 
multidivisional global enterprise in improving the maturity level of engineering processes 
within vehicle software management? 
The research question can be answered by performing the SpicEAssessment. This conclusion is 
based on the answers to the research sub-questions in chapter 7, the partial conclusions in 
chapter 7, and the developed SpicEA maturity model.   
The conclusion is that Enterprise Architecture when implemented company-wide, is very well 
capable of supporting a multidivisional global enterprise while implementing the improvement 
strategy steps in the area of embedded vehicle software management. The management tools 
and governance processes can assist the organization in gaining the needed maturity level.  
This support can only be delivered in an efficient way when the complete company is aware of 
the need and benefit of EA. EA will only be effective when this is managed and supported by the 
level of corporate management all the way down to the rest of the organization. Enterprise-wide 
there must be agreement on the architecture of business, information, and technical processes. 
EA is most effective when business and IT work together to align their roadmaps for the long-
term strategy implementation of product, information, process, and systems improvements to 
get the organization to the desired level of maturity. 
To what extent a specific organization is capable of implementing the needed strategy, can be 
measured with the developed SpicEA maturity model. This model is based on all needed 
capabilities for the functional domain, and will test available capabilities of the organization 
within the problem area against the prescribed capabilities discovered from standards and 
academic literature. 
The set of delivered artifacts is a practical tool based on academic literature and practitioner’s 
best practices. The tool is able to measure process capability maturity in the functional domain 
of vehicle software management. The results of the tool supply a one-page overview of the status 
of all related process. The flexibility of the tool and method makes it possible to either extend the 
model or develop it for another functional domain.  
8.2 Recommendations 
8.2.1 ORGANIZATION AND PRACTITIONERS 
A recommendation for Company X is to start determining and agreeing on the global strategy for 
vehicle software management on an enterprise level. The focus of the strategy improvement 
should be first to handle the differences in products, markets, local rules, local culture, and the 
support for global engineering teams. Product configuration management on an enterprise level 
with localized adaptations per division is a recommended approach to improve the development 
and use of shared product components across the divisions. When the strategy is defined and 
communicated to all levels of the organization improvement projects must start to implement 
the strategy. During the strategy implementation, the SpicEAssessment will help to find out to 
what extent this strategy is implemented per area in the organization. The tool will give the 
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possibility to find out the overall maturity of the functional domain of vehicle software 
management.  
The practitioners in the functional domain of this research are recommended to start using this 
tool in the current implementation of the processes and find out what the current status of 
maturity is. 
8.2.2 FUTURE ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
Academics are recommended to improve the SpicEAssessment by adding a calculation method 
behind the answers and improve the accuracy of the result. 
With the SpicEA maturity model and method of developing this model, new research 
opportunities are created. The combination of IT and business processes maturity measuring is 
required in many organizations but not very often performed in a single assessment. Some 
examples where this set might be useful are: 
1. From the practitioners and management of the organization of Company X is enough 
interest expressed to start a next project to evolve this maturity model. This project can 
either expand the domain with other processes or change the domain to single domain 
use within for example business or IT governance processes.  
2. Proving the practical usage of the developed model is a next step in evolving this cross-
domain maturity model and assessment. The validation of the developed maturity model 
and extension to other V-model processes can extend the validity of this maturity model 
and evaluation within the multi-domain use of the model.  
3. A single domain use of this model is also possible. Using the development method of the 
maturity model on only IT operational processes can extend the domain of the usability 
of the method, which adds the needed academic knowledge for that specific domain. 
8.3 Limitations 
The planned verification and validation of the maturity matrix and the assessment could not be 
performed because of the limited time and available resources at the Company X. The not 
performed validation limits the reliability of the developed model. 
The limited input from the European side of the company has limited the global view of the 
research. The experience of the researcher and the discovered organizational documentation 
has added some European information with limited viewpoints. 
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9 REFLECTION OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS 
The subject of this research was known already for months before the start of my graduation 
period. The clearness on the topic was on one hand good for the selection of the subject, but on 
the contrary, it made the subject more complex than expected because of the operative 
connection between the business need and the over-time changes in the problem area while 
investigating.  
The formulation of the research question and scope took longer than thought up front. The idea 
of combining the practical business need with the academic needs of this research was, in the 
beginning, a struggle and claimed most of my time. This time was not wasted because it helped 
to define a complete set of questions that gave a good lead through the research with a clearer 
focus. During that period, the discussions with my supervisor Rik helped a lot. After the 
formulation of the research questions and problem statement, the business needs have changed 
many times during a short period of time and are because of the lead-time of this research not 
followed. A more academic point of view on the processes is formed, and the scope of the 
research is changed from developing and testing the model to only developing the model as a 
reusable artifact. Once the focus and research questions were clear, the research went off 
smoothly. 
The literature study took much time because much literature was available and selected for all 
separate subjects involved in the scope of the problem area. The followed Structured Literature 
Review (SLR) process gave the structure to develop a reliable set of literature spread over the 
many subjects. The disadvantage of so many subjects is some articles to be read, but it gave a 
realistic insight of the problem area. Because of the development of the reference model, the 
many subjects are chained together in a logical way. Therefore, a direct relation to the problem 
area is created. The use of the model has turned out to be very helpful. 
The interviews in the organization of Company X on North American side went very well and 
gave much information. The planning of the same interviews on European side was a struggle 
and are all canceled due to resource availability. This is a missed opportunity to complete the 
global view of this research. 
The validation of the SpicEA model is the missing component and made the research less 
complete. A model is developed, but it is not empirically validated. In my subsequent research, 
the availability of people and business political influence has to be taken more fully into account 
for success on the validation part of the model. 
Developing a maturity model by combining proven methods with a newly developed reference 
model in a cross-domain situation was educating experience and delivered a solid model for 
reuse. 
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11 APPENDICES 
11.1 Appendix 1 Case study protocol 
This appendix shows a template case study protocol (Brereton, Kitchenham, Budgen, & Li, 2008) 
that is used to keep the focus on the process of the case study and deliver the required 
objectives. The case study in this research will not follow all steps of this protocol because of 
limited time and resources and not applicable steps. 
See below, after the overview of the protocol, what stages are performed and when they are 
performed. 
1. Background 
a) To identify the previous researches on the topic  
b) Define the main research question being addressed by this study  
c) Identify any additional research questions that will be addressed  
2. Design  
a) Identify whether single-case or multiple-case and embedded or holistic designs will be 
used, and show the logical links between these and the research questions  
b) Describe the object of study (e.g. a new testing procedure; a new feature in a browser)  
c) Identify any propositions or sub-questions derived from each research question and the 
measures to be used to investigate the propositions  
3. Case Selection  
a) Criteria for case selection  
4. Case Study Procedures and Roles  
a) Procedures governing field procedures  
b) Roles of case study research team members  
5. Data Collection  
a) Identify the data to be collected  
b) Define a data collection plan  
c) Define how the data will be stored  
6. Analysis  
a) Determine the criteria for interpreting case study findings  
b) Identify which data elements are used to address which research question/sub-
question/proposition and how the data elements will be combined to answer the 
question  
c) Consider the range of possible outcomes and identify alternative explanations of the 
outcomes, and to identify any information that is needed to distinguish between these  
d) The analysis should take place as the case study task progresses  
7. Plan Validity  
a) General: check plan against checklist items for the design and the data collection plan  
b) Construct validity - show that the correct operational measures are scheduled for the 
concepts being studied. Tactics for ensuring this include using multiple sources of 
evidence, establishing chains of evidence, expert reviews of draft protocols and reports  
c) Internal validity - show a causal relationship between outcomes and 
intervention/treatment (for explanatory or causal studies only).  
d) External validity – identify the domain to which study finding can be generalized. Tactics 
include using theory for single-case studies and using multiple-case studies to investigate 
outcomes in different contexts.  
8. Study Limitations  
Specify remaining validity issues including potential conflicts of interest (i.e. that are inherent in 
the problem, rather than arising from the plan).  
9. Reporting  
Identify target audience, relationship to larger studies (Yin, 2003)  
10. Schedule  
Give time estimates for all of the major steps: Planning, Data Collection, Data Analysis, Reporting. 
Note Data Collection and Data Analysis are not expected to be sequential stages  
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Step 1 is performed by the literature study. (See  chapter 3 and appendix 2) 
Step 2 is described in chapter 2. 
Step 3 is not explicitly done during the research because the case was clear from the start of this 
research. The case is outlined in the introduction (chapter 1) 
Step 4 is not performed because of the limited time and resources. 
Step 5 the data collection is performed by gathering the literature and practical info to develop 
the SpicEA reference model. Data gathering for model validation is never performed because of 
time and resource limitations. 
Step 6 is performed and is described in chapter 5, 6, and 7. 
Step 7 is performed and is described in chapter 2. 
Step 8 is performed, and results can be found in chapter 8. 
Step 9 resulted in this thesis. 
Step 10 is performed in earlier stages and reported in the assignment formulation. 
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11.2 Appendix 2 Literature study process and search queries 
The literature research is performed by following the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 
method as described in (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). 
The main phases of the review are: 
 Planning & preparing the review 
o Determine the search questions from the research questions 
o Determine the relevant sources 
o Determine the search terms from the search questions 
 Conducting the review 
o Search the sources 
o Select the relevant articles 
o Collect the theoretical content to build the frame 
 Reporting the review 
The review process is performed in a practical way. The search results are interpreted while 
searching and only relevant articles on the subject are selected. Entering the search query in the 
library of the sources does this. When the search result is over 200 hits, adding a search 
keyword will perform a narrower inquiry. While browsing through the results, based on the title 
and abstract an article is selected for further reading. From a selected article the snowball 
technique (Greenhalgh & Peacock, 2005) is used to find more recent articles or when needed to 
trace back to the original article for the base methodology description. 
Selecting a relevant article is based on the following criteria: 
 Is the subject of the article adding value to the scope of this thesis in the topics 
Embedded Automotive software management and/or Enterprise Architecture and/or 
maturity modeling & assessment? 
 Is the article scientific and peer reviewed? 
The results of the examination are used for this phase of the research. With the outcome of the 
examination, a. 
THE SOURCES 
The primary sources used in this thesis are: 
 IEEE Digital Library (www.computer.org) 
 Springer Link (http://www.springerlink.com/home/main.mpx) 
 Elsevier Science Direct (http://www.sciencedirect.com) 
 Ensco (http://search.ebscohost.com)  
 Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com) 
The above sources are searched first to find the main articles and primary studies of the 
subjects. Additional sources are added where needed.  
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SEARCH TERMS 
The terms used for searching the articles are summarized in this paragraph. The actual queries 
differ per search engine or database, so those are mentioned in the next paragraph. Also, the 
various combinations of the different terms will lead to other articles, and those are reported in 
the results if relevant. 
The search terms are: 
 Enterprise Architecture 
 Engineering  
o Product engineering 
o Systems engineering 
 Automotive 
 ISO 15504 
 Automotive SPICE 
 Embedded software 
 Global strategy 
 Capability Maturity Models 
 CMMI 
 SPICE 
 Software management 
o Requirement management 
o Configuration management 
o Variability management 
 Methods  
 Assessment 
 Validation 
 Software development 
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SEARCH QUERIES USED 
In this paragraph, the various used search queries over the mentioned sources are reported. For all these searches the period from 01-2005 until 01-
2015 is used. This period is chosen because the most in-depth study is performed during the last decade within the domains of EA and embedded 
vehicle software. Where needed for an understanding of the base concepts, a trace back to earlier research is performed and reported in chapter 4. 
Per source database is mentioned the search query or keywords used, and the results in some articles found. The quick scan is performed on the 
titles and abstracts of the articles. Articles already found via previous searches are skipped. 
 
TABLE 6 LITERATURE SEARCH QUERIES 
Source database Results after 
Search string Search Quick scan  
IEEE (via IEEE Digital Library on www.computer.org) 
Automotive AND SPICE 73 8 
Global AND Research AND Development AND embedded AND Software AND Development AND automotive 92 3 
Software AND management AND embedded AND Software AND Automotive AND Maturity 44 5 
Maturity AND Models AND CMMI AND SPICE AND ISO AND 15504 AND Assessment 39 4 
Software AND management AND embedded AND Software AND validation AND automotive 206 8 
Total  27 
Springer Link 
Automotive AND SPICE 70 6 
Global AND Engineering AND “embedded Software” AND Development AND automotive 185 4 
“Maturity models” AND "enterprise architecture" 55 7 
“Software management” AND " embedded Software" AND Automotive 79 6 
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“Software management” AND "embedded Software" AND "Requirement management" 14 0 
“Software management” AND "embedded Software" AND "configuration management" 18 0 
“Software management” AND "embedded Software" AND "Variability management" 4 2 
Total  25 
Source database Results after 
Search string Search Quick scan  
Elsevier Science Direct (http://www.sciencedirect.com) 
Automotive AND SPICE 210 4 
“Maturity models” AND "enterprise architecture" 68 3 
“Software management” AND " embedded Software" AND Automotive 186 9 
“Software management” AND "embedded Software" AND "Requirement management" 62 7 
“Software management” AND "embedded Software" AND "configuration management" 50 0 
“Software management” AND "embedded Software" AND "Variability management" 22 3 
Total  26 
Ebsco host 
The smart text search on Ebsco host is performed on the databases Academic Search Elite, Business Source Premier, E-journals, and Library, 
Information Science &technology Abstracts. 
Enterprise Architecture Engineering Automotive Embedded software Truck market Software management Global 
Capability Maturity Models CMMI SPICE ISO 15504 Assessment 
154 1 
Google Scholar 
Global AND "Embedded software" AND "Software engineering" AND Automotive AND Enterprises AND Maturity AND 
SPICE 
66 3 
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Model AND “embedded software” AND "software engineering" AND automotive AND assessment AND capability AND 
maturity AND SPICE 
107 4 
Architecture AND enterprise AND assessment AND capability AND maturity AND “embedded software” AND "software 
engineering" AND automotive 
358 0 
Total  7 
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REFERENCE DATABASE 
The databases used to collect and manage the reference for this thesis is EndNote X7. 
Within the database, the references will be categorized per subject. (e.g. EA, Global R&D, 
Embedded Software management, and Automotive) Before the articles are stored, they are 
already screened to be valid and identified as being relevant to the thesis. 
The validity of the items and papers will be checked against the following rules: 
 Articles and papers must be peer reviewed 
 Articles and papers must be public 
 Articles and papers must be published in scientific journals or proceedings 
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11.3 Appendix 3: Content examples of the SpicEA reference model 
This appendix contains the SpicEA reference model content examples. Because of the size of the 
model, not all information is within this thesis. The SpicEA reference model is as a complete 
model available for inspection on request. What information is used and how the information is 
linked from the literature to the focus areas of the maturity matrix can be viewed in that 
complete file. 
THE SPICEA REFERENCE MODEL EXAMPLE 1 
 
FIGURE 10 SPICEA REFERENCE MODEL EXAMPLE 
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TABLE 7 SPICEA REFERENCE MODEL EXAMPLE 2 
FOCUS AREA 
FOCUS AREA DESCRIPTION EXPLANATION AND SOURCE REFERENCE 




Requirements elicitation is the process of seeking, uncovering, acquiring, and elaborating requirements for computer-based systems. It is 
understood that requirements are elicited rather than just captured or collected. This implies there are discovery, emergence, and 
development elements to the elicitation process. Requirements elicitation is a complex process involving many activities with a variety of 




1.1.1 It is wise to explore and document the current 
environment of a system including the political, 
organizational and social aspects related to the 
system. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that the current environment of a system 
including the political, organizational and social 
aspects related to the system is explored and 
documented, this monitoring fact should be marked as 
mature otherwise, this is not mature. 
1.1.2 It is wise to describe existing work processes and the 
related problems to be solved by the system on the 
key business goals and issues. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that existing work processes and the 
related problems to be solved by the system on the 
key business goals and issues are described, this 
monitoring fact should be marked as mature 




It is important when beginning the process of requirements elicitation to investigate and examine in detail the situation 
or “real world” in which the system will ultimately reside (some- times called the application domain). The current 
environment needs to be thoroughly explored including the political, organizational, and social aspects related to the 
system, in addition to any constraints they may enforce upon the system and its development. Existing work processes 
and the related problems to be solved by the system need to be described on the key business goals and issues. (Zowghi 
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FOCUS AREA 
FOCUS AREA DESCRIPTION EXPLANATION AND SOURCE REFERENCE 
CAPABILITY REF# REFERENCE DESCRIPTION DECISION RULE 
& Coulin, 2005) 
1.2 Identifying the 
sources of 
requirements 
1.2.1 It is wise to explore and identify all possible sources 
for requirements elicitation. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that all potential sources for requirements 
elicitation are explored and identified, this monitoring 
fact should be marked as mature otherwise, this is not 
mature. 
1.2.2 It is wise to determine the type of requirements 
source based in the context of project or change. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that the type of requirements source is 
determined based on the context of project or change, 
this monitoring fact should be marked as mature 




Requirements may be spread across many sources and exist in a variety of formats. In all software development 
projects, some possible sources for requirements may be identified. Stakeholders represent the most obvious source of 
requirements for the system. Users and subject matter experts are used to supplying detailed information about the 
problems and user needs. Existing systems and processes represent another source for eliciting requirements, 
particularly when the project involves replacing a current or legacy system. Existing documentation about the current 
systems and business processes including manuals, forms, and reports can provide useful information about the 
organization and environment, as well as requirements for the new system and their supporting rationale and 
importance. (Zowghi & Coulin, 2005) 
1.3 Analyzing the 
stakeholders 
1.3.1 It is wise to consult all potential stakeholders who 
have an interest in the system or are affected in some 
way by the development and implementation of the 
system. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that all potential stakeholders who have an 
interest in the system or are affected in some way by 
the development and implementation of the system 
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FOCUS AREA 
FOCUS AREA DESCRIPTION EXPLANATION AND SOURCE REFERENCE 
CAPABILITY REF# REFERENCE DESCRIPTION DECISION RULE 
are consulted, this monitoring fact should be marked 
as mature otherwise, this is not mature. 
1.3.2 It is wise to group and classify all stakeholders on an 
importance scale and place them in hierarchical 
order. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that all stakeholders are grouped and 
classified on an importance scale and placed in 
hierarchical order, this monitoring fact should be 
marked as mature otherwise, this is not mature. 
1.3.3 It is wise to identify key user representatives and 
product champions. 
When based on the audit (answers from the survey) is 
concluded that key user representatives and product 
champions are identified, this monitoring fact should 




Stakeholders are people who have an interest in the system or are affected in some way by the development and 
implementation of the system and hence must be consulted during requirements elicitation. Typically stakeholders 
include groups and individuals internal and external to the organization. The customer, and more specifically the 
project sponsor, is usually the most apparent stakeholder of the system. In some cases, however, the actual users of the 
system may be the most important. Other parties whose sphere of interest may extend to some part of the system 
operations, such as those responsible for work process standards, customers, and partners, should also be regarded as 
stakeholders if affected. One of the first steps in requirements elicitation, therefore, is to analyze and involve all the 
relevant stakeholders. An extensive list of potential project stakeholders that should be consulted during this activity is 
available in the literature. The process of analyzing the stakeholders also often includes the identification of key user 
representatives and product champions (Zowghi & Coulin, 2005). 
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11.4 Appendix 4 The fully dressed SpicEA maturity matrix 
This grid is an example of the fully dressed version that is SpicEA matrix. 
 
FIGURE 8 THE FULLY DRESSED SPICEA MATURITY MATRIX
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The layout of the SpicEA maturity matrix is explained at a high level in this section. 
On the left of the matrix, all focus areas are given. These focus areas are derived from the 
different functional domains of embedded software engineering (V-model processes), Enterprise 
architecture and management. Each focus area can be divided into some capabilities. By 
positioning these capabilities against each other in a matrix, as shown above, the model presents 
the order in which the different aspects of a functional domain should be addressed and 
implemented.  
With each focus area, some capabilities are associated, depicted in the matrix by capital letters. A 
capability is here defined as an ability to achieve a predefined goal that is associated with a 
certain maturity level. For example in the matrix shown on the previous page, the focus area 
Requirements elicitation (ENG.1) has five capabilities A: Performed process, B Managed process, 
C Established process, D Predictable process and E Optimizing process representing a 
progression in maturity. The position of the letters in the matrix indicates the order in which the 
capabilities of the different focus areas must be addressed and implemented to implement a 
global performing engineering process. With the matrix, we can define both intra-process 
dependencies between capabilities, where one capability must be applied after another 
capability in the same focus area and inter-process dependencies, where a capability must be 
implemented after a capability in another focus area. 
The fifteen columns in the matrix of the previous page define progressive global maturity scales, 
scale 0 being the lowest and scale 14 being the highest scale achievable. An organization is said 
to be at the maturity scale represented by the rightmost column for which the organization has 
achieved all focus area capabilities positioned in that column and all columns to its left.  
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11.5 Appendix 5 Scoping interview procedure and results 
For the scoping interviews, the following procedure is used. Because of the semi-structured form 
of the interview, there is no detailed list of questions needed. The general purpose of these 
interviews is to get a general direction and scope of the problem area and gather terminology of 
the problem area. 
PREPARATION CHECKLIST: 
 A presentation is created by the author 
 General questions are prepared 
 Main subject questions are prepared 
 Contact information of potentially interviewed persons is available 
 Expected duration of interview is defined 
EXECUTION: 
1) The procedure starts with a phone call or email to the potentially interviewed persons. 
In the email or phone call is explained why the interview is needed, what the research 
will investigate, how the interview is performed and what will be done with the provided 
information. The person is asked to participate. 
2) When the person approves to participate, a meeting is scheduled. The meeting is planned 
for the estimated duration at the location of the individual, to minimize the time needed 
for this person. 
3) During the interview, the investigator will explain with a presentation the context, 
problem statement, research questions and possible objectives of the research. 
4) During the interview, the general and main subject questions are asked, and the 
investigator will note the answers. 
5) The investigator will take notes during the interview of all other questions and remarks 
and write a report on the meeting. 
6) The meeting report will be sent to the interviewed for approval of the content and usage 
of this information in the remaining process of the research and final conclusions. 
7) When interviewee has approved, the investigator will process the information and add 
the report to the research data. When interviewed did not approve, the interview report 
will be destroyed. 
PROCESSING OF RESULTS: 
 The results of the interviews are collected  
 The data is analyzed by counting and gathering the same questions and answers to those 
questions 
 Conclusions are drawn 
 Conclusion report is written 
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THE CONCLUSIONS 
Out of the reports of the interviews the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) The term Enterprise Architecture is known in the organization 
2) The used terminology of Enterprise Architecture in Company X is a limited set compared 
with the academic literature 
3) Enterprise Architecture is in general not an enterprise-wide governed process for 
architecture of processes, information, and information systems 
4) Enterprise Architecture is in general not understood by the division management 
5) Enterprise Architecture is in general seen as an IT technical reference for standard IT 
tools and protocols 
6) The Enterprise Architecture role is used to facilitate the IT investment approval process 
7) Automotive SPICE is more common in EU than NA 
8) Automotive SPICE is known in NA but not implemented in automotive organizations 
9) The content of Automotive SPICE is not very well known within the IT organization 
10) The common use of engineering processes and administrative tools across the divisions 
is just started within the problem area 
11) Vehicle software management is a businesses process not IT within Company X. 
12) Development of business, product and IT systems roadmaps are not aligned across the 
divisions 
13) IT organization and engineering organization have in general not much process 
knowledge of each others work 
14) Requirements management and configuration management are found critical for success 
by all involved parties in Company X 
15) The definition of requirements management and configuration management is not 
defined, and, therefore, not clear and understood by the involved business and IT people 
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INTERVIEW REPORTS 
On the following pages are the reports of the scoping interviews. These reports are written 
directly after the interview based on notes taken during the interview. 
In the entire process of scoping interviews, four interviews out of eight planned took place and 
have been written out in the following reports. The four canceled or incomplete interviews are 
left out of the reports and results. 
Interview 1 performed at the global enterprise 
interviewing an IT manager. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the written notes taken during the interview and the memorized stories told by 
the interviewed. 
This report is sent to the interviewed IT manager for review and approval to be used as qualitative 
data in the thesis. In the report the interviewed IT manager’s questions, answers or remarks are 
marked with ITM1 and the author’s questions, answers or remarks are marked as AUT1. 
The interview took place on June 5, 2015, at the company location in the Seattle area. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED 
Abbreviation Description 
A-SPICE Automotive SPICE 
CM Configurations Management 
CMMI Capability Maturity Model Integration 
DYA Dynamic Architecture 
EA Enterprise Architecture 
IT Information Technology 
ITD Information Technology Department 
MQ Main Question 
PD Product Development 
PM Project Management 
R&D Research & Development 
RE Requirements Engineering 
RM Requirements Management 
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SE Software Engineering 
SME Subject Matter Expert 
SPICE Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination 
SQ Sub Question 
 
INTERVIEW AND PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH 
The interview starts with an introduction slide deck to explain the subject and topics of the research. 
AUT1 starts the presentation and shows the start page of the slide deck this triggers the first 
question of ITM1. 
ITM1Q001: Give me a little more background on this study? Is this for a master degree? 
AUT1A001: Yes, this is the last stage of my master degree. That is the reason I do this research. 
ITM1Q002: So you will deliver a paper with the results, and this will be published? 
AUT1A002: The results will be given in a research report, and that report will be public available via 
the Open Universiteit. There will not be ‘yet’ an official peer-reviewed paper published. 
ITM1Q003: What is the topic of this research? 
AUT1A003: The theme of the research is the support of Vehicle software engineering within a Global 
Enterprise. 
ITM1 respond is; “Very timely topic chosen. A lot is going on on this subject.”  
AUT1: That is one of the reasons I have chosen this. 
AUT1 continues with the presentation; The subtopic is “The maturity of V-model & Enterprise 
Architecture processes.” 
ITM1Q004:  Did you held already some interviews in the EU. 
AUT1A004:  This is the first interview, so all is new. 
ITM1 mentioned to be privileged to be the first. 
AUT1 continues with the summary of the agenda of the slide deck; Problem description, Research 
questions, Maturity model, and Objectives. 
AUT1 start explaining the problem description 
AUT1 tells the EU division wants to get to the level 2 of Automotive SPICE for the vehicle software 
management processes. 
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ITM1 responds with; Automotive SPICE is the standard for embedded software right? That is all I 
know. 
AUT1Q001: Is Automotive SPICE more an EU standard than NA? 
ITM1A001: It is more and more mentioned in reports in NA, but it is not used as a standard. 
ITM1 gives a remark on the combination of EA and the V-model. Five years ago there was an attempt 
to overlay the EA model over the V-model without success. 
AUT1 shows the research question.  
ITM1 reacts on the main question that according to senior corporate management, the truck 
divisions are accountable for the embedded software development. EA is only there for guiding and 
support and can not take the lead. 
AUT1Q002: Is this a significant challenge for IT globally? 
ITM1A002: Yes, IT EU is closer to the Truck divisions than IT NA and the engineering teams must align 
first before ITD can align globally. 
AUT1Q003: Are there any standard tools already in use supporting the V-model? 
ITM1A003: The NA divisions are starting to use SPARX Enterprise Architect for requirements 
engineering. 
AUT1Q004: In the market there are vendors like PTC and IBM, who deliver integrated tools for the V-
model. Why not use them? 
ITM1A004: There are actions within the enterprise to look at those tools like PTC Windchill and 
Integrity but also IBM Rhapsody and DOORS. 
AUT1 remarks that this research will not deliver a recommendation on a tool level but will only 
advise what features and capabilities are wise to use for these processes. 
AUT1 remarks that this study/research is aiming at an introduction of a maturity model to find out 
where the current processes and tools are lacking regarding maturity. 
AUT1 mentions that one of the main questions to the interviewed persons is to summarize the 
needed capabilities within the V-model processes. 
AUT1Q005: What are the supported enterprise capabilities of embedded vehicle software 
management by enterprise architecture? Does EA have all the capabilities to support the V-model? 
Yes or no? 
ITM1A005: No. IT is still becoming aware that engineering at the truck divisions have standards in 
use and should apply to that. IT is starting to engage with them to see where IT can support in that. A 
truck is getting more and more an IT like system with software systems and networks connecting to 
external systems. For example, a truck is connected to a fleet management system while driving 
across the US. IT must become more mature on that to become a party for supporting the truck 
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divisions in choosing the right technology for these truck features. IT is now only focused on IT 
system standards for supporting business processes. Standards like operating systems, network 
protocols, client software, etc. 
AUT1Q006: To what extent is Enterprise Architecture known and understood at division business 
management level? 
ITM1A006: It is not known as EA. It is in NA known as the process for IT investments and the 
standards. The divisions understand why these standards are there but are probably not looking at 
them. When projects are in a technical review EA will use the standards as a reference for the 
choices made in the solution. EA is still more focused on the technical architecture and not on 
business architecture. EA NA as an organization is not in the business to build up the knowledge and 
maturity to be a partner on that level. EA NA as an organization is connecting via the division IT 
manager and not directly to the division stakeholders. EA NA has no staff to do this but keeps 
informed via the investment processes. 
AUT1Q007: How do you keep track of the usage of the IT system and software standards when 
divisions do not pass EA for an investment? 
ITM1A007: When divisions do not pass EA we will not know what they will implement or use as a 
solution. However, when they do pass, we will ask questions to find out what they intend to use. 
Every investment that touches IT must be marked as IT related. 
AUT1Q008: Is every investment requested by the divisions, where IT will be touched, marked as IT 
related? 
ITM1A008: This is not sure, the division can mark it as manufacturing and then we do not catch it. 
Only when reading the complete investment details, we can catch some more, but these are people 
dependent.  
AUT1 shows and explains the maturity model as meant to be delivered as an artifact. 
ITM1Q005: Does the survey questions deliver the data to fill the maturity model? 
AUT1A005: Yes, the survey is meant to prove the usage of the maturity model in the enterprise for at 
least the areas of RE and CM. When that is proven the other areas can be investigated later. 
AUT1 explains that the survey is based on a developed reference model. The reference model is 
based on the found literature, and so it is anchored in the theory.  
AUT1 explains that the combination of focus areas of V-model processes and EA are, as far as know 
by the author, never studied and reported in a scholar paper or thesis. 
ITM1 is very interested in the results of the usage of the model.  
ITM1 mentions: The maturity of purely EA is assessed via Gartner tools some years in a row until 
three years ago so you can take those results as a reference. 
AUT1 continues with the overview of the research objectives: 
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• Summary of organizational challenges when implementing the Global R&D vehicle software 
systems strategy. 
• The recommendations to the enterprise within the scope of Enterprise Architecture, related 
to the global R&D vehicle software systems strategy. 
• A method for developing a process reference model and process assessment model. 
• A domain specific process reference model and process assessment model to conduct an 
assessment on embedded automotive software management support. 
• Delivering input to build a global master plan Vehicle Software Life Cycle Management 
• Expanding the knowledge of the European truck market. 
• Building up the knowledge of the North American truck market. 
ITM1Q006: So I can use the method and reference model to measure for instance the ITIL process? 
AUT1A006: Yes, it is possible to have other focus areas filled in and measure those. The reference 
model behind this should be rebuild also, but the instructions for that are also one of the objectives. 
ITM1 remarks that many managers will be interested in showing this model and method. 
ITM1Q007: So after using this tool we should be able to agree on a global process for vehicle 
software engineering? 
AUT1A007: At least we will know where the processes and tools are lacking based on a theoretical 
and practical reference model. A more fact-based advice can be given to improving the whole 
software life cycle. 
AUT1Q009: Would it be possible to have one overall vehicle software life cycle process across all 
truck division with their markets and specific products? 
ITM1A009: Marketing and sales will be different, but purely engineering software and systems for 
embedded software should be possible. An embedded system is just a chip on the board, and the 
developed software should make the local differences possible. An ECU can be placed everywhere in 
a truck it is not like a fender or a headlamp a specific piece of hardware for the locally branded truck. 
AUT1Q010: CM can make a difference per brand, model or type and is tights to the product structure 
configuration. So Configuration management will have a big role in this development process? 
ITM1A010: Never looked at this in this way but that makes sense. CM is indeed a topic to be 
considered from a global standpoint. 
AUT1 points at the personal goals of getting more knowledge on the EU and NA Truck markets. 
ITM1 reacts that the division managers will be a good contact for gaining that knowledge because 
they have a lot experience on that. 
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AUT1 explains how the reference model is setup and how the validation of the model is done based 
on the found literature. 
ITM1 understands the reference model and sees the steps taken as a possible proof of the maturity 
model.  
AUT1 continues with questions on the main topics. 
AUT1Q011: How is EA working in NA in general with the NA Truck divisions? 
ITM1A011: EA in NA is not working directly with the business like EU does. ITD NA has to work via the 
division IT director or team to have a conversion with or information from a division stakeholder. 
AUT1Q012: What is your experience with RM? 
ITM1A012: I do not have any practical experience with it. I know what it does but more from projects 
as a change management role. 
AUTQ013: So the process behind is not known? 
ITM1A013: Not in detail, there was never a need to learn it in my roles within projects. 
AUTQ014: Within IT we also use RM, so what about that? 
ITM1A014: I can relate from an IT perspective on how to gather requirements and develop products 
from that, but that is not engineering design. 
AUT1Q015: The engineering and IT process of RM are more or less the same. So why not use the 
same process and tools? 
ITM1A016: OK then it makes more sense to me why some tools are chosen like SPARX Enterprise 
Architect. For EA, we are one year looking at the possible impact of embedded software 
management on enterprise architecture. 
AUT1Q017: Are there any standard tools to be used for the support of RE and CM? 
ITM1A017: For IT we have Microsoft Team Foundation Server but for engineering we do not have 
any standards listed. We know the divisions use their preferred tools. It would be nice to have some 
standards enterprise-wide. 
ITM1Q008: Do you have gathered or will you be gathering the required capabilities for the RM and 
CM processes? 
AUT1A008: I have that from a theoretical, and best practice standpoint and those are listed in the 
reference model. 
AUT1Q018: What is your experience with CM? Moreover, is this known? 
ITM1A018: Within IT yes. Within IT governance we have deliverables that are used for CM like 
solution architecture documents used for IT operations and next projects building on current 
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solutions. The IT application developers use source control for configuration management. For 
integration, we have a need to use some CM, but it is not in place yet. 
AUT1Q019: Is change management part of CM in your definition? 
ITM1A019: Yes. If you are out of scope or redefining than you have to initiate a change and use the 
change management process. This counts for non-projects changes. Within projects, we need a 
different process like a system review and quality review process for project and scope changes. 
There is more control and maturity required in the CM area to improve the quality of the projects. 
AUT1Q020: Is there a project start set for an architect that contains the available standards for the 
problem area? 
ITM1A020: Yes in NA every project initiation will have a meeting with an enterprise architect who 
will deliver a project start set to build the solution with. This is depending on people, not on formal 
processes. 
AUT1Q021: How do you know the business is looking for a new technology or tool? 
ITM1A021: We hear that when they start the IT investment request procedure. 
AUT1Q022: but at that moment you are already too late because then they have chosen a solution 
already. How do you prevent? 
ITM1A022: It is impossible to prevent without the close contact or the knowledge of the business. 
AUT1Q023: How can IT deliver more quickly their solutions? 
ITM1A023: Within IT we are talking about the agile method to deliver more rapidly and can we make 
IT as a whole more agile. 
AUT1 remarks here that the agile method within the business engineering processes will have some 
complications because of the V-model structured process, which is in principle a waterfall process. 
Some theories combine the v-model with agile. 
ITM1 remarks that embedded software developers are within the product engineering departments 
but are more a software developer than a product engineer. When will there be the crossover? 
This is the end of the interview. 
ITM1 tells this is an interesting subject and is by this interview triggered to dive into the v-model 
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Interview 2 performed at the global enterprise 
interviewing an IT manager. 
INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the written notes taken during the interview and the memorized stories told by 
the interviewed. 
This report is sent to the interviewed IT manager for review and approval to be used as qualitative 
data in the thesis. In the report the interviewed IT manager’s questions, answers or remarks are 
marked with ITM2 and the author’s questions, answers or remarks are marked as AUT1. 
The interview took place on June 5, 2015, at the company location in the Seattle area. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED 
Abbreviation Description 
A-SPICE Automotive SPICE 
CM Configurations Management 
CMMI Capability Maturity Model Integration 
DYA Dynamic Architecture 
EA Enterprise Architecture 
IT Information Technology 
ITD Information Technology Department 
MQ Main Question 
PD Product Development 
PM Project Management 
R&D Research & Development 
RE Requirements Engineering 
RM Requirements Management 
SE Software Engineering 
SME Subject Matter Expert 
SPICE Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination 
SQ Sub Question 
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INTERVIEW AND PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH 
The interview starts with an introduction slide deck to explain the subject and topics of the research. 
AUT1 starts the presentation and explains the background of the study. The theme of the research is 
the support of Vehicle software engineering within a Global Enterprise. The subtopic is “The maturity 
of V-model & Enterprise Architecture processes”. The topic is chosen because it is an original topic 
with a real connection between practical and theory. It is also an interesting topic from the author 
point of view, and that makes it easier to spend much effort in it.  
ITM2 responds with; It is an original topic and has much attention too. 
AUT1 continues with the summary of the agenda of the slide deck; Problem description, Research 
questions, Maturity model, and Objectives. The interview starts at the beginning of the presentation 
and is intended to be interactive. There is no formal list of questions to be asked. This interview is 
meant to gather information on the topic from a company standpoint and to get an impression of the 
answers to the research questions.  
AUT1 start explaining the problem description 
AUT1 tells the EU division wants to grow to level 2 of Automotive SPICE for the company internal 
vehicle software management processes. 
ITM2 responds with, so SPICE is the standard for embedded software? Because I’m not familiar with 
it. 
AUT1: Automotive SPICE(A-SPICE) is a standard for the EU automotive industry for embedded 
software. A-SPICE is a domain specific variant of ISO/IEC 15504. ISO/IEC 15504 is also known as 
SPICE. 
AUT1: Continues with the explanation of the line “generic methods and tooling”. There is a need to 
start using generic methods and tooling by all involved global teams. 
ITM2 reacts on that with: I do not know how truth that is today. A lot is going on in that area. 
AUT1: Tells that there is an initiative in Europe to start using the same tools and methods and this 
research might add information to that initiative. 
AUT1: Continues with the explanation of the line “distributed teams”. This line means that there are 
teams at multiple locations working with the same information towards the same product. 
ITM2 reacts on that with: Yes and we also have suppliers to deliver products or connect directly and 
work on the same end product. 
AUT1 add to this. Yes, in Europe we have suppliers in Germany working on-site and developing 
embedded software.  
AUT1 Continues with the line “equal targets”. 
ITM2 reacts on that with: Is that the target state of the IT systems? 
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AUT1: React on that: The wording might not be correct and should be “Common goals”. The truck 
divisions are working towards common goals to enhance their products. 
ITM2 agrees on that. 
AUT1 Continues with an explanation of the line “Automotive SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504) as a standard”. 
ITM2 responds with, so SPICE is the standard for embedded software in EU. Is that in the US as well? 
Because I’m not familiar with it. 
AUT1: Yes, it is becoming more and more a standard in the US as well on passenger cars. 
ITM2 So the global standards are merging. 
AUT1: Yes. Moreover, it is a domain specific version of the global ISO standard of ISO 15504. 
AUT1 Continues with the line “V-model is used for design and testing of the products”. This is a 
commonly used process model within the automotive engineering of mechatronic systems. 
ITM2 ok 
AUT1: Continues with an explanation of the line “Enterprise Architecture for guidance and support”. 
To facilitate and support the business departments EA is commonly used to perform that role. 
ITM2 ok 
AUT1: Shows the research questions and reads the MQ and first SQ. 
ITM2 reacts on the first SQ with: We are getting better at that. The three truck divisions are working 
more consistent together. We have been able to work towards the same direction but have not 
always agreed on the use of the same tools. Because of many reasons and historical baggage. 
AUT1: The alignment of vision and strategy over the enterprise is an important topic in this study. On 
a product level, it is hard to align because of the different markets. The NA market is more customer 
driven than the EU market. How do you see that? 
ITM2 Yes that is truth in the EU you have more possibilities to build a complete integrated product 
with pre-engineered components. In NA, it is more common that the customer requests a certain 
feature on their product and the OEM try to build that on the current product lines. 
AUT1: That is indeed the main difference. 
ITM2: NA market is a more feature driven with the customer demanding a feature. Most features are 
complete systems delivered from a vendor and build on existing truck models. Testing this system as 
an integrated system is almost impossible for the current amount of variations of models and 
features. From a product architecture view, it would be wise to reconsider this for the new global 
products. 
AUT1: The variety of products must be more efficient. Therefore, the divisions should focus on the 
product configuration management of all global products. A significant part of this research is aiming 
at configuration management in a broader context. Configuration management is used in many 
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ways. Project documents are managed as Configuration Items (CI) within a project. However, also, 
the products and their features are managed within configuration management. 
ITM2: Asks how we managed this today for embedded software configuration. 
AUT1: Currently the software is treated as hardware and managed directly in the EU product 
structure for all global products. The EU PD team is in the lead for releasing this. Although the 
software is released more often with constantly changing content, it follows the same release 
strategy as hardware. In the literature, this is advised to be a distinct process with versioning, 
change, and release management. 
ITM2: The Vehicle software control process is becoming more significant, and new technology is 
demanding more from that process. New concepts like Over The Air (OTA) programming of trucks 
will demand more secure processes and tools. 
AUT1: Yes, that is the truth, and the industry is demanding more control of the processes by 
introducing standards like Functional safety ISO 26262 currently in use for passenger cars (<3500 Kg) 
in Europe. This standard is expected to be advised from 2018 for heavy duty vehicles as well. 
AUT1: Continues with SQ2. To what extent are R&D department processes aligned across multi 
divisions within the enterprise? This is a prerequisite for a solid common global development 
process. 
AUT1: Continues with SQ3. What are the needed division business capabilities regarding embedded 
vehicle software management? Before it is possible to investigate the current status, it is good to 
know from best practices and literature, what is best to use. 
ITM2: There is enough knowledge within the divisions regarding handling developing and generating 
vehicle software. However, there is no clear view on needed capabilities. However, what strikes me is 
that why we handle vehicle software within the division’s product development department and not 
within IT. 
AUT1: The processes of vehicle software development and IT software development are mostly the 
same. It also starts with gathering requirements from a customer’s request or change process. 
Designing and generation of the software are somewhat different regarding tooling and languages. 
The testing procedure is again the same by following unit testing, integration testing, and user 
acceptance testing all based on the requested requirements. So in theory, it could be possible to 
follow the same process and to use the same tools. However, the end product is completely 
different. So a different set of skills and tool implementation is needed. 
ITM2: So the engineering team for vehicle software could be a different team within IT or still at 
product engineering. There should be a close link between IT and the business to enable a better 
development of IT software as well. In NA, we have the disadvantage that we need to implement 
tools that are developed in EU like the diagnostic tool. We need to integrate that into our support 
processes with limited knowledge and be reliant on people not on site to support. There are not that 
many people knowing the tools and processes on a global level. 
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AUT1: Implementing new systems start with getting to know the people and processes who uses the 
to be developed or integrated product. 
AUT1: continues with SQ4 and SQ5. What are the available capabilities and what capabilities are 
supported by enterprise architecture? Enterprise architecture is, in this case, the organization who 
delivers and supports standardized processes and tools to support the enterprise doing their 
business. 
ITM2: Asks if there is an architectural model around vehicle software management. 
AUT1: As far as the documents and other interviews tell, there is no architectural model designed. 
There are IT target state roadmaps on technical and information level to make plans for investments. 
The implementation of Enterprise Architecture is not implemented in the enterprise. 
AUT1: continues with SQ6 “: To what extent is Enterprise Architecture known and understood at 
division business management level?”.  
ITM2: Not at all. There is no understanding of Enterprise Architecture at the division business 
management level. The way EA is done within the enterprise is too technical and only known from 
what standard tools and computer clients and servers there are. There have been some initiatives to 
improve this, but that was not well prepared. The business people were not educated enough to 
understand what EA is. It was too theoretical for the business and too much on the technical level. 
AUT1: EA is from my point of view build up in three layers. Technical, information and business 
architecture. The enterprise is doing very well on the technical layer and becomes better on 
information. The business architecture layer is not done at all and is the crucial link because there the 
business stakeholders will recognize their business processes. 
AUT1: continues with the example of the maturity model that will be one of the artifacts delivered 
with this study. An explanation is given about the model. (A detailed explanation is given and is part 
of the deliverables of this project.) 
ITM2: Is interested and asks how the levels are defined and why that many levels. (A detailed 
explanation is given and is part of the deliverables of this project.) 
ITM2: Is this model from A-SPICE or did you develop this? 
AUT1: the model is based on a focus area model developed by others for various applications like the 
measuring of EA maturity within the DYA architecture method. By using your focus areas, it is 
possible to tailor the model. 
ITM2: It is a good model and can be employed in a different area. We utilized in the past maturity 
models on personal skill levels of developers. 
ITM2: It could be interesting to use this model on the maturity of our IT organization. 
AUT1: The model can show you in a good way with theoretical and practical proof where the process 
maturity is lacking. 
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ITM2: The organization is very sensible for showing and proving that processes are weak. The 
organization is eager to improve that very soon, to be best in class again. 
ITM2: Is the organization challenged against this model by your investigation? 
AUT1: Yes, the questionnaire is testing the requirements management and configurations 
management processes on maturity with the use of this model. 
AUT1 continues with the overview of the research objectives: 
• Summary of organizational challenges when implementing the Global R&D vehicle software 
systems strategy. 
• The recommendations to the enterprise within the scope of Enterprise Architecture, related 
to the global R&D vehicle software systems strategy. 
• A method for developing a process reference model and process assessment model. 
• A domain specific process reference model and process assessment model to conduct an 
assessment on embedded automotive software management support. 
• Delivering input to build a global master plan Vehicle Software Life Cycle Management 
• Expanding the knowledge of the European truck market. 
• Building up the knowledge of the North American truck market. 
ITM2 Reaction on this list: It is a long list of objectives. 
ITM2 Remarks that the tooling support is lacking and is poor at this time. This hurts the business 
directly and is hard to turn. The way we need to request investments for better support via business 
stakeholders needs a good “idea selling” skill of the IT organization. Tying these investments up with 
the business project would help. The competition between IT and business investments is a constant 
process so when these benefits can be combined it will contribute to improving the IT and business 
maturity. 
 It comes down to selling our proposal in such a way that it is well understood by the approver. 
AUT1 asks if it is possible to quantify the cost of bad performing teams and processes. 
ITM2 Having repeatable KPI’s can help you measure the performance but does not tell the costs. 
ITM2 Within IT we do not have a proper method implemented to measure our processes like 
software development and predicting project effort. 
AUT1 asks what is your experience in gathering requirements and documenting them. 
ITM2 Very much experience on requirements management within IT from the past. The 
requirements are gathered as user stories and written in that way for the software designers. The 
text is written in natural languages and used to make functional specs. We need to make steps within 
IT to standardize the method and tooling. 
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AUT1 asks Are user stories written in the same tools as where unit testing is done? 
ITM2 No that is not the case within IT. User stories are linked to testing procedures. 
AUT1 remarks that a configuration management tool is needed to link the requirements to the test 
procedures and project information. 
ITM2 asks how that is done today. 
AUT1 This is done with collections of word documents in a document management system and 
SharePoint. 
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Interview 4 performed at the global enterprise 
interviewing a Business Manager 
INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the written notes taken during the interview and the memorized stories 
told by the interviewed. 
This report is sent to the interviewed Business Manager for review and approval to be used as 
qualitative data in the thesis. In the report the interviewed Business manager’s questions, 
answers or remarks are marked with BUM2 and the author’s questions, answers or remarks are 
marked as AUT1. 
The interview took place on June 8, 2015, at the company location in the Seattle area. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED 
Abbreviation Description 
A-SPICE Automotive SPICE 
CM Configurations Management 
CMMI Capability Maturity Model Integration 
DYA Dynamic Architecture 
EA Enterprise Architecture 
IT Information Technology 
ITD Information Technology Department 
MQ Main Question 
PD Product Development 
PM Project Management 
R&D Research & Development 
RE Requirements Engineering 
RM Requirements Management 
SE Software Engineering 
SME Subject Matter Expert 
SPICE Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination 
SQ Sub Question 
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INTERVIEW AND PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH 
The interview starts with an introduction slide deck to explain the subject and topics of the 
research. 
AUT1 starts the presentation and explains the background of the study. The theme of the 
research is the support of Vehicle software engineering within a Global Enterprise. The subtopic 
is “The maturity of V-model & Enterprise Architecture processes”. The topic is chosen because it 
is an original topic with a real connection between practical and theory. It is also an interesting 
topic from the author point of view, and that makes it easier to spend much effort in it.  
BUM2 Mentions that the subject is brought. 
AUT1 Yes and that is why I hold these interviews so I can narrow it down and focus on the main 
problem area. 
AUT1 continues with the summary of the agenda of the slide deck; Problem description, 
Research questions, Maturity model, and Objectives. The interview starts at the beginning of the 
presentation and is intended to be interactive. There is no formal list of questions to be asked. 
This interview is meant to gather information on the topic from a company standpoint and to get 
an impression of the answers to the research questions.  
AUT1 start explaining the problem description of global R&D strategy of vehicle software 
AUT1 tells the EU division wants to grow to level 2 of Automotive SPICE for the company 
internal vehicle software management processes. 
BUM2 There is some attention on Automotive SPICE. There is no mandate to comply with 
Automotive SPICE at this moment. 
AUT1 In EU it is more prevalent to be an Automotive SPICE certified supplier. 
BUM2 Do you have a feel for the adoption of a-spice in NA versus EU? 
AUT1 In EU there is far more attention and adaptation compared to NA. It is more European 
based. 
BUM2 many companies in IT in the Seattle area are more focused on CMMI. I do not know what 
the automotive business is using. 
AUT1 From the literature read already; I learned that European-based manufacturers like 
Mercedes and Volvo are adopting SPICE or equivalents to improve processes. 
BUM2 From previous jobs I learned that CMM and CMMI are originated from the US military 
and, therefore, more adopted in NA companies. Any company delivering to the US army has to be 
CMM level3 certified. 
AUT1: Continues with the explanation of the line “generic methods and tooling”. There is a need 
to start using generic methods and tooling by all involved global teams. 
AUT1: Continues with the explanation of the line “distributed teams”. This line means that there 
are teams at multiple locations working with the same information towards the same product in 
Europe we have suppliers in Germany working on the site and developing embedded software.  
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AUT1 Continues with the line “equal targets”. The wording is not correct and should be 
“Common goals”. The truck divisions are working towards common goals to enhance their 
products. 
BUM2 agrees on that. 
AUT1 Continues with an explanation of the line “Automotive SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504) as a 
standard”. 
AUT1: Continues with an explanation of the line “Enterprise Architecture for guidance and 
support”. To facilitate and support the business departments EA is commonly used to perform 
that role. 
BUM2: Asks what is the definition of enterprise architecture. Is it what IT is defining? 
AUT1: In this project it is more the 3-layered model of business, information, and technology. 
Enterprise architecture is a management tool to support the organization on business, 
information and systems processes. The IT perspective is more technology driven and is moving 
towards information but no business architecture. 
AUT1: Shows the research questions and reads the MQ and first SQ. 
BUM2: The enterprise divisions visions are not very much aligned between at lease ITD and the 
Truck divisions. The ITD division is more working on a corporate vision and focused on keeping 
up with new technology while the Truck divisions need ITD to support the Truck divisions 
strategy projects towards new products or support the process improvements to do a better 
business. The new technology does not always help the truck divisions. Because of this, ITD staff 
is not available for Truck division projects. Moreover, the divisions start to implement their 
specific systems and processes and bypass ITD to connect directly to systems suppliers. 
AUT1: Continues with SQ2. To what extent are R&D department processes aligned across multi 
divisions within the enterprise? This is a prerequisite for a solid common global development 
process. Are the truck divisions within the company working more close together? 
BUM2: Defining the term R&D right. R&D is the process of developing future product more than 
five years from now. Engineering is the process of improving and developing current and near 
future products. Yes, we are getting better but before the development of commonly used 
components like the cab and engine, we were not working together. Between the NA truck 
divisions is still a friendly competition because they operate in the same market. 
AUT1: even when they operate in the same market they do have a different product, goals, and 
targets. Do they aim at different customers? 
BUM2: Yes one of the brands is more “ Classic American” image based and the other if more on 
“The latest and greatest”. Where on brand aims for the Driver/Owner customers is the other 
more on the fleet customers. 
AUT1: Continues with SQ3. What are the needed division business capabilities regarding 
embedded vehicle software management? Before it is possible to investigate the current status, 
it is good to know from best practices and literature, what is best to use. 
BUM2: Asks in what terms do you mean capabilities. In People or tools? 
AUT1: Both but also some processes like the governance of configurations management.  
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AUT1: Describes roughly the reference model behind the maturity model to clarify what 
capabilities are needed and where they are used in the research. 
AUT1: Continues with SQ4 and SQ5. What are the available capabilities and what capabilities are 
supported by enterprise architecture? Enterprise architecture is, in this case, the organization 
that delivers and supports standardized processes and tools to support the enterprise doing 
their business. 
AUT1: Continues with SQ6 “: To what extent is Enterprise Architecture known and understood 
at division business management level?”  
AUT1: Enterprise architecture is from the literature a broad spectrum of companywide 
processes or a management tool and is not specifically in one division. Enterprise architecture 
should be driven by senior management across the company. 
AUT1: From earlier interviews and internal documents I learned that there are different 
thoughts and visions on enterprise architecture. ITD sees it more as a technology driven process 
while the truck divisions would like to have a more business process point of view. Enterprise 
architecture lives more at ITD than at the truck divisions. 
BUM2: I agree. In think IT should be more focused on the tool side and support the business 
with this. The business part should live somewhere else in the organization. 
AUT1: Enterprise architecture should focus on the enterprisewide goals and strategy and per 
division a derived set of goals and vision should be consequential from that to reach the 
enterprise goals. Per division it should be split up to business, information, and technical 
implementations all governed by the company architecture management. 
BUM2: The problem is that we try to solve it at lower levels there is a missing global overview 
and management on the top level to govern this. 
AUT1: Shows and explains the setup of the maturity matrix 
BUM2: Asks a detailed explanation of the diagram. 
AUT1: This is hard to explain at this moment, and I will come back on that later with a better 
explanation. 
AUT1: Continues with the objectives of the research. 
BUM2: Asks if there is an overlap between the A-SPICE model and the developed maturity 
model 
AUT1: Yes there is, but the developed maturity model adds the non-development process areas 
to the model. 
BUM2: Ok so you add the support of the tools to for fill the process 
AUT1: Yes indeed 
BUM2: What do you see as the main differences between the EU and NA truck market? 
AUT1: The NA market is more a customer driven market where the truck owner defines in detail 
what should be on the truck where EU is more model driven where the OEM has a certain range 
of model with a limited set of variations. 
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BUM2: That is indeed the business model of the NA brands of the enterprise, but other brands in 
NA do have the same structure as in EU where customers can choose from a predefined set of 
options on a range of models. Alternatively, some brands built for stock where others only build 
to order. 
AUT1: So it is a mixture of more than one business model 
AUT1: Continues with the question; what is your experience with CM and how do you see CM as 
a process? 
BUM2: I would like to ask you first what is your definition of CM? I have seen some variant of 
just version management up to a complete process of handling all documents and build 
configurations. 
AUT1: In my research I define CM as an overall process of both product configuration for 
running business and projects where it handles all product and documentation configurations 
including the reference to requirements. 
BUM2: We use a different kind of tools within the organization to document what was released 
at a certain point in time. It will be used for tracing back in case of problems with a product. 
Some systems are used for just the documents and some for just the BOM’s there is no overall 
management. There is a separation between project and running business. 
AUT1: Is there a relation between the configuration items (CI) and the requirements? 
BUM2: I do not think they are related directly. The relations are only in the GVF documents. It is 
not possible to track them. It is needed to do that, but it is not feasible. 
AUT1: What is the process of generating the requirements? 
BUM2: It starts with the book of wishes where the entire customer needs are written down. The 
next step is to translate them into a project definition book and from that, a functional 
description document is written from that, and a technical paper is written meant to work with 
for the engineer. So it is a manual process without any traceability back to the requirements. 
BUM2: There is a need to trace throughout the whole V-cycle from requirement all the way to 
test and back. We are precise in finding defects but are not able to trace them back to a 
requirement. 
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Interview 6 performed at the global enterprise 
interviewing a Business Manager 
INTRODUCTION 
This report contains the written notes taken during the interview and the memorized stories 
told by the interviewed. 
This report is sent to the interviewed Business Manager for review and approval to be used as 
qualitative data in the thesis. In the report the interviewed Business manager’s questions, 
answers or remarks are marked with BUM3 and the author’s questions, answers or remarks are 
marked as AUT1. 
The interview took place on June 10, 2015, at the company location in the Seattle area. 
ABBREVIATIONS USED 
Abbreviation Description 
A-SPICE Automotive SPICE 
CM Configurations Management 
CMMI Capability Maturity Model Integration 
DYA Dynamic Architecture 
EA Enterprise Architecture 
IT Information Technology 
ITD Information Technology Department 
MQ Main Question 
PD Product Development 
PM Project Management 
R&D Research & Development 
RE Requirements Engineering 
RM Requirements Management 
SE Software Engineering 
SME Subject Matter Expert 
SPICE Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination 
SQ Sub Question 
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INTERVIEW AND PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH 
The interview starts with an introduction slide deck to explain the subject and topics of the 
research. 
AUT1 starts the presentation and explains the background of the study. The theme of the 
research is the support of Vehicle software engineering within a Global Enterprise. The subtopic 
is “The maturity of V-model & Enterprise Architecture processes”. The topic is chosen because it 
is an original topic with a real connection between practical and theory. It is also an interesting 
topic from the author point of view, and that makes it easier to spend much effort in it. 
BUM3 Asks what is the definition of enterprise architecture. Is it what IT is defining? 
AUT1 Answers that the IT perspective is more technology driven. In this project, it is more the 
3-layered model of business, information, and technology. It is like the 3-layered architecture of 
the Electrical Engineering product. You have the hardware (ECU’s and cabling) on those ECU’s 
operating systems are installed with applications and with those applications you deliver 
functionality or processes. 
BUM3 You are right that is comparable we have the technology level, the functional level and the 
business layer is more the interaction between functions out of the book of wishes. 
AUT1 continues with the summary of the agenda of the slide deck; Problem description, 
Research questions, Maturity model, and Objectives. The interview starts at the beginning of the 
presentation and is intended to be interactive. There is no formal list of questions to be asked. 
This interview is meant to gather information on the topic from a company standpoint and to get 
an impression of the answers to the research questions. 
AUT1 start explaining the problem description 
AUT1 tells the EU division wants to grow to level 2 of Automotive SPICE for the company 
internal vehicle software management processes. 
BUM3 responds with; I’m familiar with Automotive SPICE it is comparable with CMM and CMMI. 
Automotive SPICE is known in NA but has more attention in EU because of the relation with 
ISO26262. There is a need to comply with the ISO26262 in the future, so it is good to have the 
processes mature for that. 
AUT1 So you use the A-SPICE processes to control the engineering work? 
BUM3 respond with we use the V-model as a standard and is based on the A-SPICE model. 
AUT1 recaptures the use of the V-model that starts with the information in the book of wishes 
that turns into requirements and those are used for functional and technical design for 
developing the product at the bottom of the V. The way up again on the right leg of the V is the 
testing of the units, functions, and systems based on the designs and requirements. Space in the 
middle of the V is filled up with configurations management where the CI’s, test results, 
requirements and designs all are connected for traceability. 
BUM3 confirms and adds that configuration management has many acronyms in the 
organization. Some call it requirement management other change management or version 
management, but it is all seen as a big umbrella above the V-model 
AUT1 once the requirements are written and used in the functional design, are these still 
managed or changed during the rest of the V-model processes? 
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BUM3 we do not have requirement-to-requirement traceability we aim to have it all into the 
quality system for testing to have it there for managing the tests and requirements. We would 
like to grow to a more mature tool to manage this all. Until then we use the quality tool to match 
the tests to the requirements, but it needs much manual work. 
AUT1 what if during testing requirements are changing or the tests proof that the requirement 
cannot be met. Is that fed back to the left side of the V-model? 
BUM3 that is the expectation, but this needs some discussion at this moment to triage this at this 
moment. 
AUT1 what is your opinion about the development method within the V-model? Is it agile or 
waterfall? 
BUM3 I think it is more a hybrid because the planning of a project, also because of the tollgate 
project structure of the organization, is an end-to-end but some steps in between can be done 
with agile. Hardware is hard to do it with agile, but the software is possible with agile. In 
practice, it is more waterfall than agile. 
AUT1 within the book of wishes is much information for the products to develop. I think you will 
not start with all of it as once, so that is already an agile approach. 
BUM3 for the function development is much concurrent engineering once a functional design is 
done. 
AUT1: Continues with the explanation of the line “generic methods and tooling”. There is a need 
to start using generic methods and tooling by all involved global teams. 
BUM3 reacts on that with: a lot is going on in that area, and proposals are done to use one tool 
globally. The preferred toolchain is IBM. IBM Rhapsody is in use already, and IBM DOORS is the 
next step to follow. We need to define first the requirements for the systems before we choose 
them. 
AUT1 continues with the distributed teams problem area. 
BUM3 there is much exchange of information and people already happening to have the 
distributed teams work better. Working face-to-face is always the best way to do that. 
AUT1 that seems to work the same within every team and job. 
AUT1 continues with the common goals 
BUM3 the “common goals” is a difficult topic being discussed many times and needs many 
resources unless you follow regular schedules. 
AUT1 is this related to the overall strategy that differs per division and related market? 
BUM3 that is indeed a big part of it because everyone is fine when it meets the common market 
goals but when that differs it is hard to set the right priority 
AUT1 how different are the markets? 
BUM3 EU has truck variants, and NA has variable trucks. Because when the customer has a need 
to have many trucks at once but is different from the already available then we will start to 
engineer that new variant. EU will do this also but in a more limited way. NA will develop 
another sales option that can be used in many ways not set to a package of functions like EU 
does. 
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AUT1 how do you see E as a guiding role? 
BUM3 I see EA as you described in the 3-layered version really as guidance. We use architecture 
more as decomposition steps between requirement deliverables. Not as released documents. 
AUT1 Shows the research questions and reads the MQ and first SQ1: To what extent are strategy 
and vision aligned across multi divisions within the enterprise? 
 BUM3 this is more at the senior management level. At our level, we agree on a PowerPoint 
describing the strategy on a short term within a few years. 
AUT1 what if at a corporate level is told this is the long-term strategy to follow how does that 
flow into the organization? Is it kept up-to-date? 
BUM3 the long term vision and strategy must also be translated into shorter-term steps in the 
roadmap and must regularly be revised and transferred to the new people in management 
positions and may be revised with new ideas. It is important to communicate that strategy and 
vision down the organization, so everyone knows about it in his or her piece of the organization. 
AUT1 continues with SQ2: To what extent are R&D department processes aligned across multi 
divisions within the enterprise? Do you work in the same way? 
BUM3 a lot is changing at this moment. We are working on the overall processes to align that 
across the divisions. There are a desire and a need for that to work the same way with 
distributed teams working on the same products. We sure need to have the tooling to support 
that and preferably the same tools. 
AUT1 I would like to separate the instruments from the processes, first you need to setup the 
processes right and then you can define the tools to support it. This can be a different tool for 
exchange of information between them, but that is the technical part. 
BUM3 you are right, and that is why we work with the truck divisions to work this out and align 
the processes. 
AUT1 continues with an explanation of SQ3: What are the needed division business capabilities 
regarding embedded vehicle software management? For this you can think regarding 
requirement management like f.i. do you need complete documents with requirements, should 
these be stored on a file drive or must these be related to functional designs and tests, etc. 
BUM3 this is a good example. We need indeed for the 3-layerd structures as described for every 
layer a document, but that needs to be linked, managed, controlled and traceable. 
AUT1 this traceability will be a must in the future when the ISO26262 is implemented because 
you have to proof that the whole chain is linked to each other from requirement to code and end 
product. 
BUM3 traceability is always important not only during development but also when issues occur 
or scope requests that need to be implemented. 
AUT1 continues with SQ4: What are the available division business capabilities regarding 
embedded vehicle software management? Asking the organization questions via a questionnaire 
does this. 
BUM3 the design of the toolchain within the v-model already answers a lot of this, but the 
investigation is needed. 
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AUT1 continues with SQ5: What are the supported enterprise capabilities of embedded vehicle 
software management by enterprise architecture? This is what EA can support at this moment. 
There is currently no standard tool recommendation on this level of CM and RE processes. 
BUM3 there are initiatives on many levels but not as a combined effort. There are standards 
chosen and described but not yet how to use them and when with what kind of tools. 
AUT1 do you see a role for ITD in this part? 
BUM3 not for setting the standard because that is a role for engineering to describe what and 
how they do their work. On the tooling side, they can support to make them more performing 
and efficient. 
AUT1 when you look at the 3-layered EA as described can EA have some standards on how to 
design the business processes across the divisions. 
BUM3 yes EA can help the distributed teams work more efficient on the common goals by 
designing at the company level a standard process so the teams know how they should work. 
AUT1 continues with SQ6: To what extent is Enterprise Architecture known and understood at 
division business management level?  
BUM3 I think they understand it at a high level but not in detail or how it should work. They 
have seen the need and the benefits. Senior management expects the organization to know how 
this works and how it is implemented. 
AUT1 shows the example of the maturity model and explains roughly the use and information 
behind. A more detailed description of the model will be written later. 
AUT1 shows and explains the objectives of the research 
This is the end of the interview. 
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11.6 Appendix 6 SpicEAssessment details and explanation 
The questionnaire as designed is the working part of the assessment. With the response to the 
general questions and process specific statements as defined within the reference model, the 
maturity of the focus areas can be determined. 
The statements must be answered with the use of the Likert scales. The statements will ask the 
opinion about the existence of organizational or process items like “There are common goals set 
and known by all project team members.” When the majority of the responses tell this is available, 
then the maturity level of the capability attached to this statement will raise. Every question and 
statement are marked with a category code to collect per category the responses. The category 
codes used are directly related to the research questions and make the following list. 
TABLE 8 RESEARCH QUESTION CATEGORIES 
 
The questionnaire is a set of questions and statements into the following main categories: 
 General role based questions and statements 
 Requirement management related questions and statements 
 Configuration management related questions and statements 
 EA-related issues and statements per the main process 
 Organization management related questions and statements  
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TABLE 9 GENERAL QUESTIONS AND STATEMENTS 
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TABLE 10 REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT STATEMENTS 
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TABLE 11 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT STATEMENTS 
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TABLE 12 REQUIREMENT MANAGEMENT RELATED EA STATEMENTS 
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TABLE 13 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT RELATED EA STATEMENTS 
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TABLE 14 CORPORATE AND DIVISION MANAGEMENT STATEMENTS 
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11.7 Appendix 7 Automotive product engineering using the V-model 
Global enterprises with an in-house developed product have their R&D or product engineering 
departments. The Company X enterprise with multiple divisions around the globe is such an 
enterprise. The three brands have their R&D departments, internally Company X known as 
Product Development (PD) or Engineering.  
Engineering a high-end product like a Truck is performed by the V-model process structure. 
Because of the combination of hardware like engine parts and mechatronic systems like the fuel 
injection system and the embedded software of the fuel injection system, the engineering 
processes have a strong relation within the v-model. Because of this strong relation, it is in most 
cases impossible to design, develop and test the embedded software independent from the 
hardware design, develop and test cycle.  
An example of a V-model, used by the Company X Enterprise, is shown in the below figure. 
 
 
FIGURE 11 V-MODEL FOR MECHATRONIC PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Embedded software is the software to control a system or part of a system to enable a function 
of that system. The software runs on hardware, in most cases an ECU, inside that system as an 
integrated part of the system. Embedded software is used in many systems in the application of 
consumer electronic, manufacturing industry, medical and transport systems. Examples of these 
systems with embedded software are washing machines, a production machine in a factory, 
cardio monitors in a hospital and anti-lock braking in cars. This last example is one of the subject 
systems of this thesis. Within the automotive industry embedded systems are common use to 
control functions in a car, truck or bus. Embedded systems are special purpose computers in the 
vehicle that control one or more systems of actuators, sensors, and switches. The embedded 
software on these devices is referred to as automotive software and run in real time in most 
cases directly on the microprocessors of the device. Because of these embedded systems cars are 
known as software intensive, complex products. 
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Automotive software and embedded software within software intensive complex products is 
during the last decade grown to a mature discipline within the product-engineering sector. The 
development of automotive software is a discipline grown from the mechanical and mechatronic 
systems development. New or improved systems on a truck or car are more and more direct 
related to an embedded software system. This relation between hardware and software is tight 
during the product engineering processes for these systems. Because of this relation, the V-
model shaped engineering process, further referred as V-model (Forsberg & Mooz, 1991), is 
commonly used by automotive engineering departments. Also, because of this relation, the 
process of engineering and manufacturing these products is very complex, and complexity is 
increasing over time (ElMaraghy et al., 2012). 
Within this V-model, the engineering products are in most cases per project developed from a 
single set of customer requirements. The engineering products, in this instance, are for the 
hardware part of the system; engineering drawings, parts list, and specification sheets. For the 
software part of the systems, the engineering products are functional requirements, functional 
specs, technical requirements, and logical models. These software engineering products are 
delivered as the input for coding and testing the software part of the systems. This testing part is 
done in combination with the real hardware of the whole system so the hardware must be 
developed in parallel. To keep track of this all and ensure product quality, a well-defined and 
mature set of processes is needed. Increasing the maturity of a process will enhance the quality 
of the product the end user will receive.  
As stated in the introduction of this thesis, Automotive SPICE (A-SPICE) is the standard 
assessment method within automotive software engineering. A strong relation exists between A-
SPICE and the V-model. Per phase of the V-model, there is an A-SPICE process area to assess that 
phase. A-SPICE in initially meant for assessing suppliers of (system) software to validate their 
processes and maturity. A-SPICE can also be used in a self-assessment variant to measure the 
internal processes of the organization. The relation between the various stages of the V-model 
and the A-SPICE processes are in more detail described later in this chapter in section 4.5. 
Development of automotive software within a global multi-branded enterprise, like Company X, 
is in most cases done by more than one distributed team (Hopp, 2011). Therefore, a 
standardized way of developing is preferred. Getting a standardized way of product 
development in an enterprise with multiple businesses with all their markets and context is 
challenging. Differences in a business situation and business model, drive the use of different 
methods for integration, different standards, a different number of configurations, and a 
different focus in the development effort (Fröberg et al., 2005). Because of this, the enterprise 
has to seek to architectures and solutions to meet the requirements of local businesses as close 
as possible to their needs. The solutions include product and IT-systems solutions and 
architectures.(Ali & Kidd, 2013a)  
Adaptation of products to local markets and available supplier components, it is needed that the 
product architecture is developed out of integrated systems or a system of systems 
development. A system of systems development method needs a strong focus on methods and 
tools for specifying and verifying the compositions to control the integrations. 
Configuration management, product (system) architecture, requirement management, and test 
management are crucial processes to monitor the quality, safety, and reliability of the customer 
product. This research is limited to the processes of configuration management and requirement 
management. In the next two sections, these processes are explained in more detail.  
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11.8 Appendix 8 Company context (CompanyXWebsite) (Hidden) 
 
